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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale.—Language is an instrument of communication. It 
consists of an arbitrary system or pattern of speech sounds by means 
of which man imports to others and shares with others, his thoughts, 
emotions and desires. 
Learning a new language implies approaching a new world, and it 
inevitably leads to widening intellectual experience. 
Four distinct and separable activities involved in foreign 
language study are: listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
Listening and reading are receptive and speaking and writing are ex¬ 
pressive. These call for constant, preferable daily, exercise. 
Learning a new language calls for quick observation, reasonable 
ability to mimic and imitate, good powers of association and general¬ 
ization, and a retentive memory. It gives healthy exercise to our 
mental faculties, enlivens attentiveness, quickens alertness and 
heightens sensitivity. It increases our powers of expression in our 
1 
mother tongue only to a limited extent. 
Much has been written and said about the teaching of foreign 
languages in the elementary school. Writers have written about the 
Ï 
Simeon Potter, Language in the Modern World (Baltimore: Penguin 
Books, Inc., 1960), p. 10. 
1 
2 
advantages and values, as well as the disadvantages and lack of values 
of establishing such programs in the elementary school. 
Kenneth W. Mildenberger pointed out in his research that less 
than 2,000 pupils were studying foreign languages in public schools 
in 1939. This number increased to 330,000 (kindergarten through 
grade 6) by 1954. The estimated number for 1962 is 500,000.* This 
provides evidence of the great growth of foreign language instruction 
in the elementary school. 
This rapid growth of foreign language instruction in the elementary 
school might have been influenced by the passage of the National Defense 
Education Act. This act makes a provision for the support of foreign 
language instruction in elementary and secondary schools, and in¬ 
stitutes preparing teachers for such work ($700^000,000 was authorized 
by the 85th Congress for the support of study in the fields of 
science, mathematics and foreign language). 
The present emphases for the introduction of foreign language in 
elementary schools may be due to public pressure. In the case of some 
school administrators, however, current pressure or popularity is not 
enough to motivate them to institute a foreign language program. There 
should be concern about the development of a sound rationale for the 
educational program for which leadership is assumed. The question 
2 
will arise: "Why teach children a foreign language?" 
Ï 
William C. Wolf, Jr., and Willovene Wolf, "Social Implications 
of FLES," School and Society. XC, No. 2206 (March 10, 1962), 117. 
2 
George W. Denemark and Wesley J. Matson, "Why Teach Children a 
Foreign Language?," The National Elementary Principal, XXXIX, No. 6 
(May, 1960), 6. 
3 
There is much controversy as to when foreign language instruction 
should begin. Max S. Kirch says that foreign language instruction 
should start at least by the first grade. M. Dryer recommended fifth 
grade as a starting point. H. B. Dunkel and R. Pillet suggest third 
grade. 
Extensive tests show that there are individual differences in 
aptitude for learning foreign languages. This is true of young 
children as well as adults. It has been supposed that foreign language 
aptitude is related to general intelligence.^ 
Some authorities have recommended foreign language instruction to 
begin somewhere between the ages of four and eight. They say that 
children of these ages are most receptive. They can easily express 
sounds other than the conventional ones they already know because 
2 
they are less self-conscious. 
Some of the factors involved in selecting the age to begin in¬ 
struction in a foreign language are such things as convenience, 
possible integration of language study with social studies units, 
and the availability of teachers and funds. 
There are other factors that we must consider. These are: accent, 
3 
fluency, intonation, articulation, and rate of speech. 
Considering the various tests and experiments, and the opinions of 
- 
John B. Carroll, "Foreign Languages for Children - What Research 
Says," The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 6 (May, 1960), 16. 
2 
Denemark and Matson, op. cit., p. 9. 
3 
Leonor Larew, "Spanish Articulation in the Elementary School," 
The Elementary School Journal. VI (March, 1961), 308. 
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several authorities as to when foreign language Instruction should 
begin, we may say that young children can be taught a foreign language 
more rapidly and easily than adults under normal conditions. 
The main purposes of this work will be to give a general account 
of foreign language programs in the elementary school, stating pros 
and cons, and to bring forth significant information obtained from 
official reports on televised foreign language instruction in Atlanta 
and Fulton County Schools. 
Evolution of the problem.—This problem evolved from the writer's 
experiences as a student at Atlanta University, enrolled in the class, 
"Survey of Trends and Resources in Elementary Education." During this 
period much time was devoted to the discussion of the teaching of 
foreign languages in the elementary schools. It was clearly observed 
that the issue was controversial. As a result of this observation, 
the writer had a desire to do a research project on the televised 
Spanish program in the nineteen Atlanta City and eleven Fulton 
County Schools. 
Contribution to educational knowledge.—It is hoped that this 
study may make a contribution to the rapidly growing body of research 
literature, revealing attributes as well as shortcomings on the 
effectiveness of foreign language programs in the elementary schools. 
This study may also make a contribution to school administrators and 
teachers through familiarizing them with newer aspects of foreign 
language instruction as well as being helpful in evaluating or re¬ 
vamping the foreign language program. More specifically, it is hoped 
that school administrators and teachers will be more familiar with 
5 
televised inxtruction in the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was 
to determine the extent and nature of the televised Spanish program 
in the nineteen elementary schools in Atlanta and eleven elementary 
schools in Fulton County. 
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to 
examine records and reports of foreign language instruction in Spanish 
by television in the schools of Atlanta and Fulton County. 
More specifically, the purposes of this study were: 
1. To determine the enrollment in each of the nineteen 
elementary schools in Atlanta and eleven elementary 
schools in Fulton County engaged in televised Spanish 
study. 
2. To examine the nature and scope of the televised Spanish 
program in each of the subject**schools involved. 
3. To identify the instructional method found to be operative 
in the televised program of the schools investigated. 
4. To identify the availability and adequacy of equipment 
and materials for televised Spanish instruction in each 
of the schools studied. 
5. To formulate whatever implication for educational theory 
and practice as may be derived from the analysis and 
interpretation of the data. 
Limitations of the study.--This study was limited in the following 
ways: 
1. The major limitation of this study was in limitations of 
the questionnaire itself, with reference to representa¬ 
tiveness of the population involved and the acknowledge- 
ness about and the willingness of the respondents to 
execute questionnaire instruments that were used in 
collecting the data. 
2. This study did not attempt to determine the relative 
effectiveness of foreign language instruction in ele¬ 
mentary schools as compared to such instruction in the 
secondary schools, but sought only to identify the pros 
6 
and cons of the issue as set forth in the literature. 
Definition of terms.—Significant terms to be found in this re¬ 
search are defined as follows: 
1. "Language" refers to a series of sounds or air vibrations 
produced by the articulating organs of the speaker and 
received by the ears of the hearer. It implies a highly 
complex network of adjustments in the çervous systems and 
the brains of both speaker and hearer. 
2. "Ethnic Groups" refers to the respective roles which are 
differentiated by races, common traits, customs and language 
which characterize them separately. 
3. "Bilingual" refers to an individual possessing the ability 
to speak with fundamental competence in two different 
languages. 
4. "Articulation" refers to the changes in the organs of 
speech that modify the voice when producing sound. 
5. "Intonation" refers to the rise and fall in pitch of the 
voice when speaking. 
6. "Aural-oral" refers to the method, placing emphasis upon 
the use of the sense of hearing and speaking in foreign 
language instruction. 
Locale and period of the study.—This study took place in the 
administrative offices of the Consultant in Language Arts for the 
Fulton County Schools, located in the Fulton County School Services 
Building, East Point, Georgia, in the administrative office of the 
Language Arts Consultant for the Atlanta Schools, Atlanta, City Hall 
Atlanta, Georgia, and in the office of the Director of Atlanta Tele¬ 
vision located in the WETV - WABE Television and Radio Building, 
Atlanta, Georgia with the statistical work and writing routines carried 
out in the writer's home, Atlanta, Georgia. The locale of the immediate 
source of the data was the nineteen and eleven schools in the 
Atlanta and Fulton County systems respectively, where the televised 
Spanish instruction was operative. The research period was the 
first and second semesters of the 1964-1965 school year. 
7 
Method of research.—-The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, 
utilizing the techniques of documentary analysis, and the questionnaire 
was used in gathering and interpreting the data for this study. 
Subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were: (a) the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students in the nineteen Atlanta Schools 
and eleven Fulton County Schools; (b) the 133 to 63 regular classroom 
teachers of the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools, respectively, and (c) 
the ten liaison teachers of the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools. 
Instruments/Materials. —The instruments/materials used to collect 
the data were: (a) the questionnaire specially designed for regular 
classroom teachers and liaison teachers respectively, and (b) in¬ 
terviews with consultants in the Language Arts Department. 
Procedure.—The procedural steps used in the conduct of this 
research are indicated below: 
1. The survey, abstraction, and reporting of the related 
literature. 
2. Permission, together with cooperation in the conduct 
of this research, was secured from the proper school 
authorities and teacher personnels. 
3. The official records, reports, and memoranda were 
examined. 
4. The analysis of the responses on the regular classroom 
teacher questionnaires, and the liaison teacher question¬ 
naires, and the abstraction therefrom of the requisite 
data. 
5. The assemblage of the data into appropriate tables, and 
their treatment, as indicated by the purposes of the 
study. 
6. The formulation of the findings, conclusions, impli¬ 
cations, and recommendations into the respective 
appropriate statements. 
8 
Survey of related literature»—‘The literature reviewed in con¬ 
nection with this study revealed that a considerable amount of re¬ 
search has been done in the area of foreign language programs in 
elementary schools. Many writers disagree about the advantages and 
values of having a foreign language program in the elementary school. 
In order to focus attention on the significant aspects of this 
research problem, the survey of the related literature was organized 
and here presented under the captions of: 
1. Frame-of-Reference 
2. Age-Levels for Beginning Foreign Language Instruction 
3. Selection of the Foreign Language to be Taught 
4. Establishing a Foreign Language Program in the School 
5. Deciding Which Children will be Given Instruction 
6. Methods and Techniques 
7. Summary 
Frame-Of-Reference 
It may be stated that as far as classrooms are concerned, the 
experiences and reactions of the individual will affect his future 
behavior only to the extent that they have occurred under proper 
conditions of practice. 
Language is a highly complicated activity and it is wholly 
learned. It involves both neural and muscular tissue, and it has 
psychological, interpersonal, and cultural aspects that are indis¬ 
pensable to its acquisition and use. 
The single paramount fact about language learning is that it 
concerns, not problem solving, but the formation and performance of 
9 
habits. 
We have a choice of two goals. We may seek to establish in the 
learner, within the limits of his experience, a coordinate system 
of two languages in which not only the overt patterns of behavior 
that characterize the new language, but also the mental processes that 
accompany it, shall have equal status with the mother tongue, yet 
be entirely separate from it. Or, we may be content to establish in 
the learner a compound system, in which some features of the new 
language are learned, yet for the most part, and especially with 
respect to the internalized processes, the mother tongue is not re¬ 
linquished, but continues to dominate and accompany the whole com¬ 
plexity of language behavior. 
It is precisely here that the issue is drawn. Shall the goal 
be a compound system, or a coordinate system? It is felt that most 
authorities will agree that the second language learned should de¬ 
finitely be coordinated.^ 
Age-Levels for Beginning Foreign Language Instruction 
When we consider the values of introducing foreign language in¬ 
struction in the elementary school we most normally wij.1 be concerned 
with the purposes or objectives for which it is to be established. 
The following are a few of the more commonly expressed objectives. 
1. The enhancement of international understanding and world 
peace. 
- 
Nelson Brooks, Language and Language Learning (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace Co., Inc,;$ 1960), pp. 108-110. 
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2. The improvement of human relations among the various 
ethnic groups. 
3. The facilitation of world trade and commerce. 
4. Preparation for the subsequent high school study of 
languages. 
5. Provision of a general literacy with respect to foreign 
expression. 
6. Enriched cultural experience.* 
It is generally felt that children are more receptive of foreign 
language instruction between the ages of seven and ten. 
As we consider objectives, we must also consider the importance 
of good pupil-motivation. If language study is to be of any value, 
pupils must be highly motivated to learn. This is especially true in 
2 
communities where a second language is not speken. 
Selection of the Foreign Language to be Taught 
When it is time to decide just which language should be taught, 
we will find this difficult to do. Educators must come together and 
think through carefully what they think the central purposes of the 
foreign language are to be • In the process of thinking we must 
consider the relationship between the language selected for in- 
3 
struction and the objectives of the program. 
Elementary school children are usually taught Spanish, French, 
or German. Spanish is especially popular in the southwest. French 
- 
Denemark and Matson, op. cit.. p. 7. 
2 
Educational Policies Commission, Contemporary Issues in Elemen¬ 
tary Education (Washington. D. C., 1961), p. 13. 
3 
Denemark and Matson, op, cit., p. 8. 
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has been introduced in recent years by way of radio and television* 
1 
German has increased in popularity since World War II. 
It is understood that some languages are more highly organized 
than others, and learners, therefore, require longer training to read 
and write them correctly. This is largely true about French, and for 
this reason, French is not so good a language for elementary school 
children as many educators would claim. The pronunciation of French 
is exceptionally difficult for English-Speaking children. Spanish 
2 
or Italian offer easier beginnings. 
The value of the study of a foreign language in the elementary 
school is at best so uncertain that the work should not be obligatory 
3 
for anyone, unless the school is near a border community. 
Several investigators feel that foreign languages should not be 
taught in the elementary school. Mention will be made of a few 
reasons behind this statement. First of all the foreign language 
course must be thoroughly tested in the classroom. Usually time nor 
facilities will allow for this. 
Many foreign language programs are planned for children of superior 
intelligence. It is felt that ability groupings should not be based 
on intelligence quotients. 
In most schools some type of experiment or evaluation will already 
be going on. It is believed that there is a limit to the number of 
- 
Wolf and Wolf, op. cit.. p. 118. 
2 
Potter, op. cit.. p. 132. 
3 
Maxim Newmark, Twentieth Century Modern Language Teaching (New 
York: The Philosophical Library, Inc., 1948), p. 610. 
12 
experiments in which a school can properly and profitably engage. So, 
if several studies or experiments are already started, it would not be 
advisable to introduce another in foreign language. 
Finding time in the school day for another subject will lead to 
difficulties. Foreign language should have the same status as other 
major subjects. It should be given the time and continuity necessary 
to achieve valuable results. 
The study of a foreign language should not replace a basic subject, 
nor should such subjects as art, shop, music, or physical education 
be neglected. When we steal time from several subjects to create an 
extra period, we are shortening periods that we already consider 
too short. 
We will have to have qualified teachers for such a program. It 
is best to have no teacher than to have one inadequately trained. 
He should be a full-time teacher. 
Then there is the problem of children entering school after the 
foreign language program has been started. 
It is felt that not much will be retained if what is taught does 
not become a part of the child's out-of-school life.* 
Establishing a Foreign Language Program in the School 
If, however, a school does decide to establish a foreign language 
program, many factors must be considered. The following is a list 
of things that characterize an effective program of foreign language 
Ï 
Marian Marshall, Elizabeth F. Kays and Bernard J. Negronida, 
"Beware the Foreign-Language Band Wagon," The Elementary School 
Journal. XCI (December, 1960), 131-136. 
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instruction in the elementary schools. 
1. The program must be based on general educational as well 
as specific pedagogical consideration. 
2. A foreign language program is established only when the 
local community is certain of its ability to establish a 
carefully graded and uninterrupted sequence of foreign 
language instruction which terminates at the conclusion 
of grade twelve regardless of its starting point. 
3. It is established only after a careful objective study of 
all problems connected with instituting a foreign language 
program. A study of problems that might be encountered 
might be seen in information coming from these sources: 
(a) The National Interest and Foreign Languages by 
William R. Parker, U. S. Government Printing Office. 
(b) The Teaching of Foreign Languages in the Elementary 
School by Theodore Anderson, D. C. Heath Co. 
(c) Foreign Languages in the Elementary Schools: Some 
Questions and Answers. Foreign Language Program 
Research Center, Modern Language Association of 
America, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, New York. 
(d) Foreign Language in the Grades: A Caution by William 
R. Parker, reprint from National Parent-Teacher, 
June, 1956. 
4. It must have the same administrative and community support 
as the rest of the curriculum at the grade level concerned. 
It must be accepted by the classroom teachers with the 
same grace that instruction in other areas is accepted. 
5. It should be offered on grade-wide basis* 
6. The later it begins after third grade the more necessary 
it may be to adopt arbitrary selective criteria for pupil 
participation. 
7. Instruction is given during the regular school day in the 
school building. 
8. There are at least four periods of regularly scheduled 
instruction per week. 
9. The instructional periods vary in length from about twenty 
minutes in grade four and below to about thirty minutes 
in grades five and six. 
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10. Instruction is given in only one language per building. 
11. The particular foreign language is chosen in the light of 
the foreign language programs in the rest of the local 
district. 
12. The instruction should be coordinated with the language 
arts program and correlated with as many other areas of 
instruction as possible.1 
13. The immediate goal is to develop command of the sound* 
system of the language and provide cultural meanings which 
will lead to free and authentic oral communication in 
real-life situations. 
14. The reading goal in the elementary school is limited. 
15. Out-of-class assignments never involve writing in the 
foreign language and involves reading only as a part of the 
reading readiness program. 
16. Evaluation of instruction is developed on the same basis 
as for subjects in the area of language arts or social 
science. 
17. Instruction is given by the classroom teacher (when 
qualified), or by a visiting teacher or by a foreign 
language teacher. 
18. All persons who teach the foreign language should have 
oral command of that language, a practical knowledge of 
the American school and elementary school children, a 
working knowledge of the instructional methods of teaching 
a foreign language in general and in the elementary school 
in particular. 
19. Full advantage should be taken of available and suitable 
television media, audio-visual aids and teacher training 
programs. 
20. Direction of the program is entrusted to one fully compe¬ 
tent and experienced foreign language teacher. 
There is an unusual opportunity to be used in bilingual areas. 
1 
Paul M. Glaude, "The Establishment of FLES Program," Modern 
Language Journal. XLIV (January, 1960), 158. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 159. 
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However, we often miss this completely. In the early grades our 
teaching of children whose mother tongue is not English, often 
violates the basic principles of developmental psychology. We try to 
teach them to read and write English before they are "ready" and we 
fail to teach them to read and write their mother tongue, of which 
they are or soon can be made ready.* 
Deciding Which Children Will be Given Instruction 
Foreign language instruction may be designed either for all 
children within a given range of age, such as the Los Angeles Plan, 
or for selected groups of gifted children such as the Cleveland Plan. 
The former plan is organized for utility, whereas, the latter is an 
2 
enrichment plan. 
The Cleveland Plan is geared to the instruction of gifted children 
in grades one through six. However, it was found that a substantial 
number of children of high intelligence were not doing as well as was 
expected. Although gifted children on the average, may do better in 
foreign languages, it is probably a mistake to select children for 
foreign language instruction on the basis of intelligence test scores.^ 
We will consider one specific in the instruction of a foreign 
language - articulation. This concerns the changes in the organs of 
- 
Theodore Anderson, "An FL Blueprint in Focus," The Modern 
Language Journal. XLVI (March, 1962), 116-117. 
2 
Wolf and Wolf, op. cit.. p. 118. 
3 
John B. Carroll, "Foreign Languages for Children - What Research 
Says," The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 6 (May, 1960), 
16. 
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speech - the nasal cavities, the larynx, the mouth, and other organs - 
that modify the voice and the air stream in order to produce vowels, 
diphthongs, and consonants. 
Leonor Larew gave an articulation test, in Spanish, to a controlled 
group of sixty children, ages seven through fourteen, and these results 
were obtained: 
1. The seven year olds were best able to imitate the phonemes 
articulated by the teacher. 
2. Between the ages of seven and fourteen there appeared to 
be a progressive loss in ability to imitate the Spanish 
phonemes. 
3. The seven year olds obtained a higher level of achievement 
than the fourteen year olds.1. 
From the above results these conclusions were drawn: 
1. When articulation is a major factor to be considered in 
selecting an age group to begin study of a foreign language, 
best results can be expected with seven year olds. 
2. If only grades four and Six can be considered for beginning 
a foreign language, best results will be obtained with 
eleven year olds.2 
Methods and Techniques 
The aural-oral or conversational method is one of the most often 
used in our present day tread-conscious elementary schools. This is 
a wonderful method up to a point. There comes a day when the children 
are no longer satisfied with the hearing and imitating of a language 
they never see. This usually comes in the intermediate grades. How¬ 
ever, there is still controversy on this point. 
1 
Larew, op. cit.. p. 315. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 316. 
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Techniques will vary with varying circumstances. However, there 
seems to be no advantage in delaying reading and writing activities of 
the second language over a period of years. If the factors are so 
delayed, the children may become bored and never get then. 
The conversational method is good to begin with, but much of the 
naturalness is lost if the hearing-repeating phase of the program 
is prolonged. Other advantages of moving swiftly from the aural-oral 
situation to the aural-oral-reading phase are: most teachers are 
book-oriented and they seem to function more successfully in a 
situation in which they can rely on the use of a book, and children 
enjoy using foreign language books. 
When books are used they should be attractive and colorful. A 
question and answer section would prove beneficial. 
Later on, written expression may be added to the learning pattern. 
This technique (aural-oral-reading-writing), should be correlated 
and geared to the pace of the graded basal reading program in English. 
Successful language teaching must include understanding, speak¬ 
ing, reading, writing and cultural learnings. If any one of these is 
singled out for special and overly prolonged emphasis at the expense 
of any of the others, then the program will not be successful.^ 
The language laboratory and other types of electronic equipment 
are said to increase efficiency in learning a foreign language. How¬ 
ever, in the use of these, it has been found that there is a means of 
- 
Manuel H. Guerra, "Is Conversation Enough? A Reappraisal of 
Beginning Foreign Language Instruction," Hispanna. XLIII (May, 1960), 
249-52. 
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beguiling the public into believing that foreign language study is 
effortless. Training must be distinguished from accomplishment re¬ 
sulting from serious study. * 
S. Earle Richards and John E. Appel reported an experiment which 
supported the hearing -speaking-reading method. 
Children in the intermediate grades will achieve an ability to 
recall a Spanish word more easily if the oral pronunciation is presented 
with a flash card showing the printed Spanish word. 
The instructor may prepare a number of white flash cards 7 x 12 
inches in size. Pictures from magazines could be cut and pasted on 
2 
these. 
The best way to learn a language is to learn something of sig¬ 
nificance in and through the language - something beyond vocabulary 
or grammatical terminology. We learn to do by doing under proper 
3 
motivation and guidance. 
Educational television is a new teaching tool than can help us 
improve the general productivity of our educational processes. 
Educational television is not replacing the teacher in the class¬ 
room with a television set. It is not a substitute for a textbook or 
for homework. It is not a mechanical device for injecting knowledge 
painlessly. As Dr. Frank C. Baxter of the University of Southern 
- 
Robert Roeming, “Fundamental Values of Foreign Language Study," 
Modern Language Journal. XLIV (June, 1960), 344. 
2 
James C. Stockton, "A Flashcard Experiment for Teaching Spanish in 
the Fifth Grade," Hisponia. XLII (December, 1959), 590. 
3 
Walter V. Kaulfers, Modern Language for Modern Schools (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1942), p. 40. 
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California has said - and he is an experienced and popular television 
educator - “Television is not a vending machine for higher learning. 
The coaxial cable alone will not pump culture into anyone's veins." 
Educational television then, is the integration of the high impact 
value of television into our educational systems as a teaching tool. 
It is an audio-visual aid to speed learning, aid retention and provide 
motivation for further learning. 
It combines the force of the motion picture with the immediacy and 
flexibility of the lecture hall. It brings together powerful, stimu- 
li-sight, sound, motion and an awareness of the present. With it, 
residents of the most remote hamlets can take advantage of the very 
best teachers in the school system or even in the entire state. 
There are four basic approaches to the use of television; total 
teaching, enriching segments, inaccessible resources and field ex¬ 
perience. 
The approach of "total teaching" can be justified for certain 
subject matter and particular grade or age levels under specific 
circumstances. The shortage of qualified foreign language teachers at 
the elementary level might justify the presentation of "total teach¬ 
ing" experiences. 
The Federal Communications Commission opened the door for the 
full development of academic television in its final allocation report 
of April, 1952. The report reserved 242 channels for non-commercial 
educational television stations. In 1957 there were 258 channels. 
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(Since then a number of channels have been added). 
Educational television takes two forms. One type of installation 
is called "closed circuit." The other is called "broadcast," or some 
times "open circuit." Broadcast is exactly the same sort of service 
as that provided by commercial stations. In the closed-circuit opera¬ 
tion, programs are carried by coaxial cable from a central studio or 
studios to the various receivers. 
There are thirty non-commercial educational stations on the air. 
Station W0I-TV at Âmes, Iowa was the first television station to be 
owned and operated by an educational institution. It went on the air 
in February 1950. It operates on commercial Channel 5, having received 
its assignment prior to the reservation of educational channels. 
HUHT in Houston, Texas, was the first station in the nation to 
operate on a reserved channel. It began operation May 25, 1953. 
Station WQED in Pittsburgh has attracted nation-wide interest. 
Daily teaching by television is conducted in fifth grade reading, 
arithmetic, history, geography and foreign language. Twenty-eight 
classes in twenty-three different school buildings are involved. 
Some of the finest educational television work today is being done 
in the state of Alabama. In the fall of 1956, Alabama inaugurated 
the first state-wide educational television network in the country. 
It is interesting to note that the cost of a year's operation of 
the entire Alabama state network is no greater than the cost of a one- 
hour commercial "Spectacular" on a national network 
- 
Walter R. H. Baker, "Educational Television: A New Teaching Tool," 
Frontiers of Elementary Education IV. ed. Vincent J. Glennon, Syracuse 
University Press, 1957), pp. 49-50. 
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An organization which is providing excellent financial support 
on a nation-wide basis to educational television programming is the 
Fund for the Advancement of Education. In May, 1957, the Fund 
announced the establishment of a national program in the use of 
television in the public schools for which the Fund is making available 
nearly one million dollars. 
Taking part in this program at the outset are these cities: 
Atlanta, Cincinnati, Detroit, Miami, Norfolk, Oklahoma City, Phila¬ 
delphia and Wichita and two states: Nebraska and Oklahoma. Sub¬ 
stantial grants have been made to the public school authorities in 
these cities and states to begin regular classroom instructior wer 
television in the elementary and high schools.1" 
There is an experiment in education called The Midwest Program 
on Airborne Television Instruction. It is dedicated to helping a 
potential of seven million students in six Midwestern states. 
The television screen receives its images from one of two 
television stations mounted inside a high-flying airplane about forty 
miles away. 
There are a variety of airborne courses to choose from. Actually, 
the courses run from the elementary level through college. Their 
selection for telecasting from the airplane was based on recommenda¬ 
tions by thirty Midwestern educators, members of the Curriculum Policy 
and Planning Committee. 
The courses were outlined carefully by the airborne teachers. A 
- 
Baker, op. cit.. pp. 51-56. 
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lesson guide or resource unit for classroom teachers was prepared to 
accompany each one. 
Experienced teachers reviewed the material. So did scholars, 
curriculum specialists, school administrators and persons experienced 
in instructional television. 
Most of the courses are 128 lessons in length; some 64 and some 
32. The lessons are twenty minutes long at the elementary level and 
thirty minutes at the higher levels. 
The classroom teacher is offered help through special broadcasts. 
One afternoon each week special professional materials are broadcast, 
giving the latest information, techniques, trends and ideas in the 
professional field. This is a part of a continuing program of pro¬ 
fessional assistance provided by the airborne staff for teachers and 
school administrators. In the summertime the program takes the form 
of a two-week workshop at a nearby college or university. 
During the winter of 1959 and early 1960 a nation-wide search 
1 
was conducted to find outstanding television instructors. 
The airborne teachers were selected on the basis of (1) teaching 
ability, (2) ability to make effective use of television for teaching, 
and (3) competence in their subject-matter field. 
The teachers spend an average of twenty hours preparing and re¬ 
cording each twenty or thirty minute lesson . They prepare two or 
three lessons a week. Each works with a producer-director in the 
_ 
Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction, This is 
Airborne and This is Rodney Johnson. Memorial Center, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana (September, 1961), pp. 5-8. 
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studio and a team of consultants. 
Daily production of airborne tapes has been taking place at New 
York University in New York; WCET in Cincinnati; WTTV in Chicago; 
University of Detroit and Detroit Public Schools; Perdue University 
in Lafayette, Indiana; WHYY in Philadelphia; University of Michigan 
in Ann Arbor; Michigan State University in East Lansing; and 
University of Wisconsin in Madison. 
The lessons are taped then duplicated. They are then placed 
aboard the operating plane for broadcasting to the schools. 
Two airplanes are used in the airborne program. One delivers 
educational materials to the schools while circling in lazy eights 
some four miles above the little town of Montpelier, Indiana. The 
other, equipped exactly like the first and containing the same taped 
lessons, sits on the ground at Purdue University airport. This plane 
is held in reserve in case weather or mechanical troubles prevent 
the first airplane from flying.* 
The educational television program is not a one-shot device. 
It is planned as an integrated part of a total curriculum and will be 
so used. There must be continuity of experience, an educational 
design. 
A television program follows the same procedure at the ending, as 
with other media - a follow-through and evaluation. 
A simple method for evaluating school broadcasts is suggested by 
- 
Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction, op. cit., pp. 
9-11 
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the following questions: 
1. Were the purposes of the lesson made clear to both the 
class and the teacher by a manual or program analysis? 
2. Did the students have something to watch for? 
3. Was the television image clear and the sound satisfactory? 
4. Was the class prepared for the telecast by reading, 
vocabulary study or other preparatory measures? 
5. Did the class understand the material? 
6. Did the class find the presentation interesting? 
7. Were additional media such as charts, graphs, short films, 
maps, used satisfactory? 
8. Was the program well organized? 
9. Was opportunity given to become involved, to participate, 
or were students mere spectators at a "show?" 
10. Was the program of about the right length? 
11. Was the program fitted into the regular work of the school 
or was it just an extra of little educational value? 
12. Were the points clinched by means of repetition and review? 
13. Could the classroom teacher have done just as well in 
presenting this material without television? 
Involvement and response are necessary for learning, and producers 
of good educational television programs take this into account. They 
work for participation, the class becomes a part of the program.^ 
Many observers are urging that schools include courses in their 
curricula which teach the critical evaluation of TV and other mass 
media. These observers argue that we are leaving the age of the spoken 
1 
Edgar Dole, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1962), p. 206. 
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and written word and entering the era of pictures.'*' 
Summary of related literature.—At this point the survey of the 
related literature might be summed up by saying that foreign language 
programs in the elementary schools seem valuable. Students can read 
the literature of the particular foreign language and understand the 
cultural environment of the minds that use the language. However, in 
considering the effectiveness of establishing foreign language programs 
in elementary schools, many problems must be resolved before a workable 
program can be evolved. 
Specifically, the survey of the related literature may be 
characterized in the separate statements below. 
Learning a language is a very complicated activity and the proper 
conditions of practice, the formation and performance of habits must 
constantly prevail if this learning experience is to be successful. 
It is felt that the second language learned should be established 
in a coordinated system, whereby the overt patterns of behavior and the 
mental processes involved may have equal status with the mother 
tongue, yet be entirely separate from it. We may say that a foreign 
language may be taught more rapidly and easily to young children than 
to adults. 
The selection of the foreign language to be taught should be done 
in the light of the over-all program of the school and the language 
or languages already being taught in the high schools. 
- 
Robert Lewis Shayon, Television and Our Children (New York: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1951), p. 88. 
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Foreign language instruction may be designed either for all 
children within a certain age range or for selected groups. It may be 
organized for the purpose of utilization or for enrichment. 
The aural-oral or conversational method is very popular and a 
good one to begin with. However, successful language teaching must 
include understanding, speaking, reading and writing. 
Educational television is a media that is said to increase the 
efficiency in learning a foreign language. It is an audio-visual aid 
that speeds learning, aids retention, and provides motivation for 
further learning. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction.--The general problem involved in this study was to 
determine the nature and scope of the program of televised Spanish 
instruction in the elementary schools in Atlanta and Fulton County. 
The analysis and interpretation of the data to be presented in 
this chapter were derived from three major sources, namely: (1) the 
responses of classroom teachers to items on the questionnaire, (2) 
the responses of liaison teachers to items on the questionnaire, and 
(3) conference with the personnel in the Language Arts department 
in Atlanta and Fulton County. 
The data collected are presented in twenty-eight tables under 
the following major captions: 
1. Enrollment in the Foreign Language Program 
2. Training of the Teaching Personnel 
3. General Nature and Scope of the Spanish Program 
4. Physical Facilities in the Schools 
5. Having a Foreign Language in Elementary Schools 
6. Spanish as a Native Tongue, and Length of Time Spent 
Living in Spanish Speaking Countries 
7. Visits Made in Spanish Speaking Countries 
8. The Use of Audio-Visual Aids in Spanish Instruction 
9. The Amount of Spanish Retained by Students 
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10. Interest Displayed by the Regular Classroom Teacher 
in the Spanish Lessons 
The twenty-eight tables will show a quantitative measure of per¬ 
tinent facts concerning the televised Spanish program in the Atlanta 
and Fulton County Schools. 
Enrollment in the Spanish language program (Atlanta).—The data 
on the grade placement» pupil enrollment» teacher personnel» for 
Spanish instruction» together with the total number of teachers in 
the pilot program of the respective nineteen Atlanta elementary 
schools» 1964-1965 are presented in Table 1, page 29, and are pre¬ 
sented in the separate paragraphs below. 
The program of televised Spanish instruction in the nineteen 
Atlanta schools is offered in grades four through six. The total 
enrollment of pupils in the Spanish program in these grades range 
from a low of 68 to a high of 422 in the E. C. Clement School, with 
a mean enrollment of 223 for these schools. On the other hand, the 
total enrollment of all pupils in these schools range from a low of 
211 in the Mt. Vernon School, to a high of 1,093 in the E. C. Clement 
School, with a mean enrollment of 579 for these schools. 
The number of teachers specifically engaged in the televised 
Spanish program in these nineteen schools range from a low of three 
each in the Bolton and Mt. Vernon Schools to a high of 12 in the E.C. 
Clement School, with a mean of 7 teachers for these schools. The total 
number of teachers employed in these schools range from a low of 8 
each in the Bolton and l$t. Vernon Schools to a high of 32 in the E. C. 
Clement School, with a mean of 19 teachtrs, so employed. 
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TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENT AND NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
INVOLVED IN THE PILOT PROGRAM OF TELEVISED 
SPANISH INSTRUCTION IN THE NINETEEN 














Arkwright 187 500 6 16 
Beecher Hills 167 435 6 15 
Ben Hill 232 665 7 21 
Bolton 88 248 3 8 
Campbell 389 1,034 11 30 
Cascade 221 566 8 18 
E. C. Clement 422 1,093 12 32 
Continental Colony 135 445 5 14 
Harris 230 671 8 22 
Kimberly 264 720 9 23 
Mayson 180 560 6 15 
McClatchey 205 573 6 19 
Mt. Vernon 68 211 3 8 
Spring Street 199 472 6 17 
F. L. Stanton 200 519 6 16 
Sylvan Hills 240 596 8 19 
Towns 281 781 7 24 
Tuxedo 291 722 9 24 
Venetian Hills 232 580 7 18 
Total 4,231 11,391 133 359 
Mean 223 579 7 19 
Lastly, Table 1 shows that of the total of 359 teachers employed 
In the nineteen schools, 133 or 37 per cent of them were engaged in 
the pilot program of televised Spanish instruction. 
Enrollment in the Spanish language program (Fulton County).-»- The 
data on the grade placement, pupil enrollment, teacher personnel for 
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Spanish instruction, together with the total number of teachers in the 
pilot program of the respective eleven Fulton County elementary schools, 
1964-1965 are presented in Table 2 and are presented in the separate 
paragraphs below. 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENT AND NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
INVOLVED IN THE PILOT PROGRAM OF TELEVISED 
SPANISH INSTRUCTION IN THE ELEVEN 













Church Street 110 278 5 10 
College Street 164 379 5 12 
Conley Hills 305 689 9 24 
Harris Street 138 341 5 12 
Newton Estates 184 422 6 14 
North Avenue 194 471 6 15 
Oak Knoll 154 394 4 10 
Sandtown 108 292 4 10 
Hells, Jere 116 254 5 9 
Wells,Josephine 169 411 6 14 
Young, S. R. 185 463 6 16 
Total 1827 4394 63 151 
Mean 166 400 6 14 
The program of televised Spanish instruction in the eleven Fulton 
County schools is offered in grades four through six. The total en¬ 
rollment of pupils in the Spanish program in these grades range from 
a low of 108 in the Sandtown School to a high of 305 in the Conley 
Hills School, with a mean enrollment of 166 for these schools. On the 
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other hand, the total enrollment of all pupils in these schools range 
from a low of 254 in the Jere Wells School, to a high of 689 in the 
Conley Hills School, with a mean enrollment of 400 for these schools. 
The number of teachers specifically engaged in the televised 
Spanish program in these eleven schools range from a low of 4 in the 
Sandtown School, to a high of 9 in the Conley Hills School, with a mean 
of 6 teachers for these schools. The total number of teachers employed 
in these schools range from a low of 9 in the Jere Wells School, to a 
high of 24 in the Conley Hills School, with a mean of 14 teachers so 
employed. 
Lastly, Table 2, page 30, shows that of the total of 151 teachers 
employed in the eleven schools, 63 or 41.7 per cent of them were 
engaged in the pilot program of televised Spanish instruction. 
Training of the teaching personnel.—The data on the training in 
Spanish received from the 142 teachers of the 133 and the 63 teachers 
in the Atlanta and Fulton County Schools respectively, who are 
engaged in the televised Spanish program are presented in Tables 3 
and 4; and are analyzed in the paragraphs below. 
Amount of Training 
It is indicated in Table 3, page 32, that 59 or 41.5 per cent of 
the regular classroom teachers had received no training in the Spanish 
language, 37 or 26.1 per cent in-service work only, 20 or 14.1 per cent 
two semesters, 19 or 13.4 per cent four semesters, 3 or 2.1 per cent 
six semesters, and 4 or 2.8 per cent seven semesters and more. Table 3 
shows that the majority of the regular classroom teachers had received 
no instruction in the Spanish language. 
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TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER RESPONSES 
TOWARD THE AMOUNT OF TRAINING RECEIVED IN 
SPANISH 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
None 59 41.5 
In-service only 37 26.1 
Two Semesters 20 14.1 
Four Semesters 19 13.4 
Six Semesters 3 2.1 
Seven Semesters and More 4 2.8 
Total 142 100.00 
Major and Minor Preparation 
Table 4, page 33, presents the data on the extent of major and 
minor preparation of Spanish for the ten liaison teachers employed in 
the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools. 
The data show that 7 or 70 per cent of the liaison teachers majored 
in Spanish in college, 2 or 20 per cent have a college minor in Spanish, 
and 1 or 10 per cent received other training in the Spanish language. 
The majority of the liaison teachers have a college major in Spanish. 
The data on the training of these teachers seems to indicate that each 
is qualified as a teacher in Spanish in the elementary school. 
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TABLE 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF LIAISON TEACHER RESPONSES TOWARD THE 
AMOUNT OF TRAINING RECEIVED IN SPANISH 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
College Major 7 70.0 
College Minor 2 20.0 
Other 1 10.0 
Total 10 100.00 
General Nature and Scope of the Spanish Program 
The data on the general nature and scope of televised Spanish in¬ 
struction in the Atlanta and Fulton County Schools are presented in 
Tables 5 through 18; and are discussed in the separate paragraphs 
below* 
Extent of organization of lessons*—As shown in Table 5, page 34, 
the extent to which the televised Spanish lessons were judged by the 
teachers to be organized ranked as follows: 73 or 51.4 per cent for 
satisfactorily organized, 66 or 2.1 per cent for not so well organized. 
It would appear that these teachers judged the televised Spanish 
lessons to be highly and satisfactorily organized and, therefore, were 
planned for optimal learning effectiveness. 
Nature and scope of televised lessons.—The data on the nature and 
scope of the televised Spanish lessons are presented in Table 6, page 34* 
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TABLE 5 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF SATISFACTION WITH 
ORGANIZATION OF THE TELEVISED SPANISH PROGRAM 
AS INDICATED BY THE REGULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS OF ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY 
SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The extent to which the television 
lesson are organized: 
Highly Organized 66 46.5 
Satisfactorily Organized 73 51.4 
Not so Well Organized 3 2.1 
Not Organized 0 0.0 
Total 142 100.0 
TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF EXCELLENCE OF THE 
AND SCOPE OF THE TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS AS 
INDICATED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER OF 
NATURE 
ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
mr a..i J I aamasacsBg—— ms m i. ■ i 1 i i  i 1 1 » — a i ■ 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The nature and scope of the 
television lessons: 
Excellent 59 41.5 
Good 77 54.3 
Fair 6 4.2 
Total 142 100.0 
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The excellence of the nature and scope of the televised Spanish 
lessons was ranked as follows: 77 or 54.3 per cent good, 59 or 41.5 
per cent excellent, and 6 or 4.2 per cent fair. The data appear to 
indicate that in the judgment of 136 or 95.8 per cent of these teachers 
the televised Spanish lessons were of superior quality as to nature 
and scope of what was being taught the pupils. 
Time allotment of the televised Spanish lessons.--The data on the 
time allotment of lessons are presented in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF SATISFACTION WITH TIME 
ALLOTMENT OF THE TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS AS 
INDICATED BY THE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
OF THE ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The time length of the 
televised lesson: 
Satisfactory 122 85.9 
Too Long 3 2.1 
Too Short 17 12.0 
Total 142 100.00 
The degree of satisfactoriness of the time-blocks alloted to 
televised Spanish lessons as shown in Table 7 indicated that 122 or 85.9 
per cent of teachers judged the time alloted to be satisfactory; whereas, 
17 or 12.0 per cent judged the time-block to be too short and 3 or 
2.1 per cent thought the time-block too long. It would appear from 
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the data that an overwhelming majority of the teachers were of the 
opinion that the time spent in televised instruction was highly 
satisfactory. It is of interest to note that only 2.1 per cent of the 
teachers thought that the time spent in televised Spanish instruction 
was too long as to set up undesirable learning situations. 
Hence» it would appear that in the judgement of these teachers 
the block of time allotted for televised Spanish instruction was 
optimum for doing an efficient and effective job. 
The dispatch of the television lesson.—The data on the dispatch 
of the televised Spanish lesson are presented in Table 8. The degree 
of satisfaction with which the television lesson proceeds was ranked 
as follows: 81 or 57 per cent satisfactory rapidity» 29 or 20.4 per 
TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEGREE OF SATISFACTION WITH WHICH 
THE TELEVISION LESSON PROCEEDS AS INDICATED BY 
THE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS OF THE 
ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The degree with which the 
television lesson proceeds: 
Too Rapidly 10 7.0 
Satisfactory Rapidity 81 57.0 
Slight Rapidity 14 10.0 
Expected Rate 29 20.4 
Too Slowly 8 5.6 
Total 142 100.0 
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cent expected rate, 10 or 7 per cent too rapidly, and 8 or 5*6 per cent 
too slowly. The majority or 87.4 per cent of the teachers found the 
television lessons to move with satisfactory rapidity, while 18 or 12.6 
per cent felt that definite adjustments should be made in the dispatch 
of the lesson, either to decrease or increase the pace of the lessons. 
A summary of the data appear to indicate that 77.4 per cent of 
the teachers were of the opinion that the activities in the televised 
Spanish instruction classes proceeded at a very desirable rate; 
whereas, only 7 per cent and 5.6 per cent felt that the activities 
proceeded too rapidly or too slowly respectively. 
Visitations by Liaison teachers.--The data on the frequency of 
visits liaison teachers make to the classrooms, as expressed by the 
regular classroom teachers, are shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISITS LIAISON TEACHERS MAKE TO THE 
CLASSROOMS OF TEACHERS ENGAGED IN THE TELEVISED 
SPANISH PROGRAM OF THE ATLANTA-FULTON 
COUNTY SCHOOLS AS INDICATED BY 
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Frequency of visits liaison 
teachers make to the classroom: 
Daily 1 .7 
3 times Per Week 3 2.1 
2 times per Week 91 64.1 
1 time per Week 47 33.1 
Total 142 100.0 
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The frequency of these visits appear in the data as follows: 91 
or 64*1 per cent of the regular classroom teachers had received visits 
from the liaison teachers two times per week, 47 or 31*1 per cent had 
received visits one time per week, 3 or 2.1 per cent had received 
visits three times per week, and 1 or.7 per cent daily. The data 
indicate that the majority of the regular classroom teachers engaged 
in the pilot program received two visits per week from the liaison 
Spanish teacher. The data indicate that visits made to the classrooms 
by the liaison teachers were unevenly distributed, therefore, it would 
appear that the number of liaison teachers employed in the program 
was insufificent so as to obtain the maximum effectiveness of the 
program. 
Further, the data would appear to indicate that it might be 
desirable to systematize visitations of liaison teachers as a means of 
enhancing the effectiveness of the program. 
Follow-up visitations by Liaison teachers.—The data on scheduling 
of liaison teacher follow-up visits to the classrooms of those regular 
teachers who were engaged in the Spanish program, are presented in 
Table 10, page 39. 
The data indicate that 119 or 83.8 per cent of the regular 
classroom teachers thought that the liaison teacher follow-up visits 
were about right, 23 or 16.2 per cent thought the follow-up visits 
were inadequate, and none of the regular classroom teachers were of 
the opinion that the liaison teacher follow-up visits were too fre¬ 
quent. It is apparent that the majority of the regular classroom 




DISTRIBUTION OF SCHEDULING LIAISON TEACHER FOLLOW-UP 
VISITS TO THE CLASSROOMS OF TEACHERS ENGAGED IN 
THE TELEVISED SPANISH PROGRAM IN ATLANTA- 
FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area o£ Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 








Total 142 100.0 
Level of instruction by Liaison teacher.—The data on the degree 
to which the liaison teacher's period of instruction is satisfactory 
are presented inn Table 11. 
TABLE 11 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEGREE OF SATISFACTION OF THE 
LIAISON TEACHER'S PERIOD OF INSTRUCTION AS 
INDICATED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
IN THE TELEVISED SPANISH PROGRAM 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The degree to which the liaison 
teacher's period of in¬ 
struction is satisfactory: 
Highly satisfactory 98 69.0 
Moderately satisfactory 40 28.2 
Slightly satisfactory 1 2.1 
Not at all 1 .7 
142 100.0 Total 
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The regular classroom teacher engaged In the Spanish program ranked 
the level of instruction by liaison teachers as follows: 98 or 69.0 
per cent of the regular classroom teachers were of the opinion that 
the level of instruction by the liaison teachers was highly satisfactory, 
40 or 28.2 per cent indicated the period of the liaison teachers' 
instruction was moderately satisfactory, 3 or 2.1 per cent valued the 
period of instruction slightly satisfactory, and 1 or .7 per cent of 
the regular classroom teachers thought that the liaison teacher's 
period of instruction was not satisfactory at all. 
It appears that the majority of the regular classroom teachers felt 
that the level of instruction by the liaison teachers had been very 
satisfactory and, in turn, very beneficial to the majority of the 
students. The data further indicate that the liaison teachers were 
highly qualified and capable in the area of Spanish. 
Stimulation of interest of the televised lessons.--The data on the 
stimulation of interest of the televised Spanish lessons on the part 
of the students are presented in Table 12, page 41. 
The extent to which televised lessons stimulated the interest of 
the students was expressed by the resular classroom teacher and 
ranks as follows: 72 or 50.7 per cent average, 34 or 24 per cent to 
a slight degree, 28 or 19.7 per cent greatly, 6 or 4.2 per cent not 
at all, and 2 or 1.4 per cent completely. 
It would seem that satisfactory achievement had been accomplished 
with a majority of the students enrolled in the Spanish program; for 
a great majority of the students had been stimulated to a satisfactory 
extent by the Spanish instructor. 
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TABLE 12 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS 
STIMULATES INTEREST OF THE STUDENTS ENGAGED IN THE 
PROGRAM AS INDICATED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS OF ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY 
SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The extent to which televised 
lessons stimulates interest 
of the students: 
Completely 2 1.4 
Greatly 28 19.7 
Average 72 50.7 
To a slight degree 34 24.0 
Not at all 6 4.2 
Total 142 100.0 
Attention hold-power of televised Spanish lessons.--The data on 
the extent to which televised Spanish lessons hold the attention of 
the students are presented in Table 13, page 42. 
The degree of satisfactoriness of the televised lessons to holfl 
the attention of the students rank as follows: 55 or 38.7 per cent 
of the regular classroom teachers thought the attention span was 
satisfactory, 29 or 20.4 per cent of the teachers thought the attention 
span was moderately satisfactory, 28 or 19.7 per cent of the teachers 
indicated attention span as highly satisfactory, and 17 or 12.0 per 
cent indicated slightly satisfactory. 
As opposed to this, 12 or 8.5 per cent of the classroom teachers 
thought the attention span in regards to the Spanish lessons was 
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TABLE 13 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS 
HELD THE ATTENTION OF THE STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE 
PROGRAM AS INDICATED BY THE RESULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS IN THE ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY 
SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The extent to which the 
televised lesson holds the 
attention of the students: 
Highly satisfactory 28 19.7 
Satisfactory 55 38.7 
Moderately satisfactory 29 20.4 
Slightly satisfactory 17 12.0 
Not at all 1 .7 
Highly variable 12 8.5 
Total 142 100.0 
highly variable, and only 1 or .7 per cent of the teachers thought 
the televised Spanish lessons did not hold the attention of the 
students at all* 
It would seem that a great majority of the students paid close 
attention to the televised Spanish lessons, found them to be worth¬ 
while and well prepared. 
Interest and practicality of televised Spanish lessons.—The data 
on the interest and practicality of the televised Spanish lessons 
are present in Table 14, page 43. 
The extent to which the television lessons are interesting and 
practical as indicated by the regular classroom teachers rank as 
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TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS 
ARE INTERESTING AND PRACTICAL AS INDICATED BY REGULAR 
CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The extent to which the television 
lessons are interesting and 
practical: 
Extensively 63 44.4 
Moderately 74 52.1 
Slightly 4 2.8 
Not at all 1 .7 
Total 142 100.0 
follows: 74 or 52*1 per cent of the teachers thought the lessons to 
be Interesting and practical to a moderate extent, 63 or 44.4 per 
cent of the teachers found the television lessons to be interesting 
and practical to an extensive degree, 4 or 2.8 per cent of the regular 
classroom teachers found the televised lessons to be interesting and 
practical to a slight degree, and 1 or .7 per cent of the teachers 
indicated that the televised Spanish lessons were not interesting and 
practical at all. 
It is encouraging to note that a great majority of the classroom 
teachers were of the opinion that the televised Spanish lessons were 
very interesting and practical. It is apparent also, that if in¬ 
struction involves interesting and true-to-life situations a higher 
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degree of scholastic achievement will be attained. 
Regular classroom teacher follow-up of televised lessons.—-The data 
on the extent to which regular classroom teachers followed-up the 
televised lessons are presented in Table 15. 
TABLE 15 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH REGULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS FOLLOWED-UP TELEVISED SPANISH LESSONS AS 
INDICATED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN 
ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent* 
The extent to which regular 
classroom teachers follow¬ 
up televised Spanish 
lessons: 
Extensively 35 24.6 
Moderately 52 36.6 
Slightly 40 28.1 
Not at all 15 10.7 
Total 142 100.0 
The extent to which the classroom teachers followed-up the 
lessons rank as follows: 52 or 36.6 per cent of the teachers followed* 
up the lessons moderately, 40 or 28.1 per cent of the teachers 
followed-up the lessons moderately, 40 or 28.1 per cent of the teachers 
followed-up the lessons to a slight degree, 35 or 24.6 per cent of the 
teachers followed-up the televised Spanish lessons extensively, and 
15 or 10.7 per cent of the regular classroom teachers did not follow¬ 
up the televised lessons at all. 
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The data indicate that regular classroom teachers, in the majority 
of the cases, followed-up the televised lessons satisfactorily. This 
follow-up period of instruction for the students was in addition to 
instruction given by the television teacher and the liaison teacher. 
Correlation of Spanish with other subjects.--The data on whether 
or not Spanish was correlated with other subjects taught in the 
classroom are presented in Table 16. The responses to the question: 
TABLE 16 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS SPANISH 
CORRELATED WITH OTHER SUBJECT AREAS AS INDICATED 
BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN ATLANTA- 
FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Is Spanish correlated with 
other subjects? 
Yes 96 67.6 
No 46 32.4 
Total 142 100.0 
Is Spsnish correlated with other subjects such as music, social studies 
art, etc., ranked as follows: 96 or 67.6 per cent of the regular class 
room teachers answered yes and 46 or 32.4 per cent of the regular class 
room teachers indicated that Spanish was not correlated with other 
subjects. 
It is evident that the processes of learning are made easier when 
subject areas are correlated. Therefore, it is encouraging to note 
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that a majority of the regular classroom teachers did correlate 
Spanish lessons with other lessons. 
The use of the radio in Spanish instruction.—-The data on whether 
or not the radio was used to receive Spanish instruction in the pilot 
classrooms are presented in Table 17. The data reveal that 119 or 
83.8 per cent of the regular classroom teachers did not make use of 
the radio for receiving Spanish instruction, and only 23 or 16.2 
per cent of the regular classroom teachers did use the radio. The 
majority of the classroom teachers did not use the radio for Spanish. 
It is surprising that such a valuable medium as the radio was 
neglected to such a great extent by the regular classroom teachers. 
TABLE 17 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WAS THE RADIO 
USED FOR SPANISH INSTRUCTION AS INDICATED BY REGULAR 
CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY 
SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Was the radio used for 
Spanish instruction? 
Yes 23 16.2 
No 119 83.8 
Total 142 100.0 
Variety in enrichment activities in televised programs.—The data 
on whether or not there was a variety in enrichment activities in the 
televised Spanish programs are presented in Table 18, page 47. 
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TABLE 18 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS THERE VARIETY 
IN ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES IN THE TELEVISED SPANISH 
PROGRAMS, AS INDICATED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS IN ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY 
SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Is there variety in enrich- 
ment activities in the 
televised programs? 
Yes 131 92.3 
No 11 7.7 
Total 142 100.0 
The data indicate that 131 or 92.3 per cent of the regular class¬ 
room teachers felt that there was variety in enrichment activities 
in the televised Spanish programs, and 11 or 7.7 per cent of the 
teachers felt that there was no variety in the enrichment activities 
in the programs. It would seem that the televised Spanish programs 
were highly organized and well planned, to include many and varied 
enrichment experiences in the teaching learning situation. 
Physical facilities in the schools.—The data on the physical 
facilities in the classrooms of the pilot schools of Atlanta and 
Fulton County are presented in Table 19, page 48. 
The facilities here considered were seating and visibility. The 
extent of satisfaction with these school facilities was expressed by 
the regular classroom teachers as follows: for seating facilities - 
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' TABLE 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF SATISFACTION WITH SCHOOL 
FACILITIES AS INDICATED BY THE REGULAR CLASSROOM 
TEACHER IN THE ATLANTA-FULTON COUNTY SPANISH 
PROGRAM 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Seating facility: 
Fully satisfactory 51 36.0 
Satisfactory 73 51.4 
Partially satisfactory 10 7.0 
Not satisfactory 8 5.6 
Total 142 100.0 
Stadent's visibility of the 
television screen: 
Unobstructed visibility 115 81.0 
Partial visibility 27 19.0 
Poor visibility 0 0.0 
Total 142 100.00 
73or 51.4 per cent of the regular classroom teachers Indicated 
satisfaction, 51 or 36.0 per cent indicated full satisfaction, 10 
or 7.0 per cent indicated partial satisfaction, and 8 or 5.6 per cent 
of the regular classroom teachers indicated that seating was not satis¬ 
factory at all. 
The data further indicate that 124 or 87.4 per cent of the regular 
classroom teachers judged seating facilities to be completely satis¬ 
factory for the boys and girls enrolled in the Spanish program, 
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whereas, 18 or 12.6 per cent of the teachers judged the seating to 
be unsatisfactory. It would seem that any degree of dissatisfaction 
in a learning situation would be enough to slow down the pace of 
learning for those particular students involved. 
Visibility facilities - 115 or 81 per cent of the regular class¬ 
room teachers were of the opinion that the student's visibility of the 
television screen was unobstructed, 27 or 19 per cent of the teachers 
were of the opinion that the students had partial visibility of the 
television screen, and none of the regular classroom teachers judged 
the student's visibility of the television screen to be poor. It is 
encouraging to note that all students in the Spanish program could 
view the television screen, with the majority (81 per cent) of them 
having no obstruction what-so-ever. 
Illumination, ventilation and sound in the pilot classrooms.— 
The data on illumination, ventilation and sound in the pilot class¬ 
rooms are presented in Table 20, page 50, and are discussed in the 
separate paragraphs below. 
The satisfactoriness of illumination in the pilot classrooms was 
expressed by the regular classroom teachers as follows: 74 or 52.1 
per cent of the teachers for satisfactory, 53 or 37.3 per cent of the 
teachers for fully satisfactory, 10 or 7 per cent of the teachers for 
partially satisfactory, and 5 or 3.6 per cent for not satisfactory. 
The data reveal that the majority of the classrooms in which students 
were engaged in the televised Spanish program were satisfactorily il¬ 
luminated. It would appear that the pilot classrooms indicated above, 
were in school buildings that are well equipped and modern in design. 
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TABLE 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF SATISFACTION WITH ILLUMINATION, 
VENTILATION AND SOUND IN THE CLASSROOM AS INDICATED BY 
THE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN ATLANTA-FULTON 
COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses $er Cent 
Illumination facility: 
Fully satisfactory 53 37.3 
Satisfactory 74 52.1 
Partially satisfactory 10 7.0 
Not satisfactory 5 3.6 
Total 142 100.00 
Ventilation facility: 
Fully satisfactory 55 38.7 
Satisfactory 76 53.6 
Partially satisfactory 9 6.3 
Not satisfactory 2 1.4 
Total 142 100.0 
Sound facility: 
Fully satisfactory 53 37.3 
Satisfactory 73 51.4 
Partially satisfactory 14 9.9 
Not satisfactory 2 1.4 
Total 142 100.0 
The satisfactoriness of ventilation in the pilot classrooms as 
indicated by the regular classroom teachers ranked as follows: 76 
or 53.6 per cent for satisfactory, 55 or 38.7 per cent for fully 
satisfactory, 9 or 6.3 per cent for partially satisfactory, and 2 or 
1.4 per cent of the regular classroom teachers for not satisfactory. 
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The majority of the pilot classrooms were ventilated satisfactory, 
yet a few of them were not. The few classrooms improperly ventilated 
would seem to create undesirable attitudes toward learning on the part 
of students. 
The data on the satisfactoriness of sound-index in the pilot 
classrooms as shown in Table 20, indicate that 73 or 51.4 per cent of 
the regular classroom teachers judged the threshold of sound to be 
satisfactory, 53 or 37.3 per cent of the teachers judged the sound-index 
to be fully satisfactory, 14 or 9.9 per cent of the teachers judged the 
sound-index to be partially satisfactory, and 2 or 1.4 per cent of the 
regular classroom teachers judged the sound-index to be unsatisfactory. 
The data indicate that a large majority of the regular classroom 
teachers judged the sound-threshold in the classrooms to be satisfactory. 
Having a foreign language in elementary schools.—The data on the 
need of instruction in a second language other than the mother tongue, 
in the elementary schools are presented in Table 21, page 52. 
It is interesting to note that a predominant majority of the 
teachers believed that it was highly desirable for a language other 
than the mother tongue to be taught in the elementary schools. Further, 
it is interesting to note that approximately 9 per cent of the teachers 
felt that a second language was essential in this modern world and in 
the closeness of peoples of different cultures. On the other hand, 
approximately 12 per cent of these teachers were of the opinion that it 
was undesirable to teach a second language at the elementary school 
level. 
It is gratifying to note that 88.1 per cent of these teachers were 
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TABLE 21 
DISTRIBUTION OF OPINIONS OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS TOWARD 
THE NEED OF INSTRUCTION IN A SECOND LANGUAGE IN 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OTHER THAN THE MOTHER 
TONGUE 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Instruction in a second language 
other than the mother tongue: 
Essential 12 8.5 
Highly desirable 113 79.6 
Undesirable 17 11.9 
Total 142 100.0 
aware of the implications and impact of a world society which requires 
articulateness in one or more languages other than the individual's 
mother tongue. 
Spanish as a mother tongue, and length of time spent living in 
Spanish speaking countries.--The data on the number of liaison 
teachers who have Spanish as a mother tongue and the amount of time 
they have spent living in Spanish speaking countries are presented in 
Table 22, page 53, and are presented in the separate paragraphs below. 
The data indicate that none of the ten Spanish liaison teachers 
engaged in the pilot program has Spanish as a native tongue. 
The data further indicate that none of the ten Spanish liaison 




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS: IS SPANISH 
YOUR MOTHER TONGUE, AND HAVE YOU LIVED IN A SPANISH 
SPEAKING COUNTRY, AS OBTAINED FROM THE TEN 
LIAISON TEACHERS IN THE ATLANTA- 
FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Is Spanish your native 
tongue? 
Yes 0 0.0 
No 10 100.0 
Total 10 100.0 
Have you lived in a Spanish 
speaking country? 
Yes 0 0.0 
No 10 100.0 
Total 10 100.0 
Visits made in Spanish speaking countries.--The data on whether 
or not the liaison teachers have visited in Spanish speaking countries 
are presented in Table 23, page 54, 
Of the ten liaison teachers responding, 6 or 60 per cent indicated 
that they had made visits to Spanish speaking countries. These 
countries were, Spain, Mexico and Costa Rica. Four or 40 per cent of 
the liaison teachers indicated that they had not made visits to 
Spanish speaking countries. 
It is encouraging to note that a majority of the Spanish liaison 
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TABLE 23 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE TEN LIAISON TEACHERS TO 
THE QUESTION : HAVE YOU VISITED IN SPANISH SPEAKING i 
COUNTRIES 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
Indicate if visits have 
been made to Spanish 
speaking countries: 
Yes 6 60.0 
No 4 40.00 
Total 10 100.0 
teachers had made visits to Spanish speaking countries. The time 
spent in these Spanish speaking countries has no doubt been extremely 
beneficial to the liaison teachers, in that their cultural back¬ 
grounds in Spanish have been widened, and there would have been op¬ 
portunities to achieve a greater proficiency in the Spansish language 
if this was necessary. 
Length of visits in Spanish speaking countries.—The data on the 
length of the visits that the liaison teachers made to Spanish speaking 
countries are presented in Table 24, page 55. 
Of the ten liaison teachers responding it appears that 2 or 20 
per cent of the liaison teachers visited in a Spanish speaking country 
for a period of two months, 3 or 30 per cent of the liaison teachers 
visited in a Spanish speaking country for a period of two weeks, and 
1 or 1.0 per cent of the liaison teachers visited in a Spanish speaking 
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TABLE 24 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE TEN LIAISON TEACHERS TO 
THE QUESTION: HOW LONG HAVE YOU VISITED IN A SPANISH 
SPEAKING COUNTRY 
Time Number of Teachers» 
Per Cent of 
Total 
2 months 2 20.0 
2 weeks 3 30.0 
Few days 1 1.0 
country for only a few days. 
It would appear that the longer one stayed in a foreign area, the 
more chance he would have of knowing the language, mode, and customs 
of that particular area. 
The distribution of television sets in the pilot schools.«-The 
data on the distribution of television sets in the pilot schools are 
presented in Table 25, page 56. It was indicated that 89 or 62.7 
per cent of the regular classroom teachers had 4 and more television 
sets available to them during the time of the televised Spanish 
lesson, 25 or 17.6 per cent of the teachers had 3 television sets 
available, 17 or 12 per cent of the teachers had 2 television sets 
available, and 11 or 7.7 per cent of the regular classroom teachers 
had the use of only 1 television set during the time of theSpanish 
lesson. 
Many things help to determine the true success of a program, haviiç 
a sufficient number of television sets available so that each student 
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TABLE 25 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF TELEVISION SETS 
AVAILABLE TO THE PROGRAM OF TELEVISED 
SPANISH INSTRUCTION IN ATLANTA- 
FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Television sets Available Number of Responses Per Cent 
1 11 7.7 
2 17 12.0 
3 25 17.6 
4 and more 89 62.7 
Total 142 100.0 
in the program could maintain unobstructed visibility might be one 
of the determining factors* 
The use of audio-visual aids in Spanish instruction.—The data on 
audio-visual aids and other teaching aids that were used in the class¬ 
rooms for Spanish instruction in the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools 
are presented in Table 26, page 57. 
The use of audio-visual aids by the liaison teachers in Spanish 
instruction was as follows: 1 or 10 per cent each used opaque pro¬ 
jectors, ditto and mimeograph, flash cards, and imitation articles; 
7 or 70 per cent of them used movie projectors, 9 or 90 per cent each 
used record players and filmstrip projectors, and 10 or 100 per cent 
of these liaison teachers used flanell boards and flat pictures. 
It is to be noted that the liaison teachers tended to use to 
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TABLE 26 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MULTI-SENSORY AIDS AVAILABLE TO THE 
TELEVISED SPANISH PROGRAM AS INDICATED BY THE 
LIAISON TEACHERS IN THE ATLANTA-FULTON 
COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Area of Concern Number of Responses 
Per Cent 
of Total 
Record player 9 90.0 
Filmstrip projector 9 90.0 
Movie projector 7 70.0 
Opaque projector 1 10.0 
Ditto and Mimeograph 1 10.0 
Tape recorder 7 70.0 
Flash cards 1 10.0 
Imitation articles 1 10.0 
Flanned boards 10 100.0 
Flat pictures 10 100.0 
a far greater extent the electronic or mechanical audio-visual aids, 
than they did visual graphic and pictoral aids. Further, it was 
surprising to note that the tape recorder was not used by all of the 
liaison teachers; for this aid has infinite possibilities for in¬ 
structional use in developing proficiency in a foreign language. 
The amount of Spanish retained by students.—The data on the amount 
of Spanish retained by capable students in the pilot schools of Atlanta 
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and Fulton County are presented in Table 27, page 59, 
These students are in the pilot grades 4, 5, and 6, and are 
separated as to boys and firls, A code was used to indicate the degree 
of Spanish retention for the boys and girls; 1 s very good retention, 
2 « fair retention, 3 * Poor retention. 
For the boys - in the fourth grade 8 or 80 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated very good retention for the boys. In the fifth grade 
8 or 80 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated fair retention for 
the boys. And, in the sixth grade 7 or 70 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated fair retention of Spanish instruction for the boys. 
The data would appear to indicate that the level of retention of 
Spanish instruction decreases as boys progress through ithe grades or 
become older. This phenomenon would appear to emphasize the im¬ 
portance of exposure to a foreign language at the earliest ages in 
life. 
For the girls - in the fourth grade 8 or 80 per cent of the 
liaison teachers indicated very good retention of the Spanish in¬ 
struction for the girls,7 or 70 per cent of the liaison teachers in¬ 
dicated fair retention for the girls in the fifth grade, and 5 or 50 
per cent of the liaison teachers indie ated very good retention for 
girls in the sixth grade, as compared to 40 per cent indicating fair 
retention for the girls in this grade. Contrary to the evidence for 
boys, the data for the girls would appear to indicate a higher level 
of very good retention in grades five and six. Here again, the data 
tend to indicate the operation of sex différences with reference to 
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Interest displayed by the regular classroom teacher in the Spanish 
lessons»—>The data on the amount of interest displayed by the regular 
classroom teacher in the Spanish lessons are presented in Table 28. 
TABLE 28 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE LIAISON TEACHERS OPINIONS OF THE 
DEGREE TO WHICH INTEREST IS DISPLAYED BY REGULAR 
CLASSROOM TEACHERS IN THE SPANISH PROGRAM 
Area of Concern Number of Responses Per Cent 
The interest to which classroom 
teachers display interest in 
the Spanish lessons: 
Extensively 0 0.0 
Moderately 6 60.0 
Slightly 3 30.0 
Not at all 1 10.0 
Total 10 100.0 
In the opinion of the liaison teachers the extent to which class¬ 
room teachers displayed interest in the televised Spanish lessons 
ranked as follows: 6 or 60 per cent of the liaison teachers in¬ 
dicated moderate interest on the part of the regular classroom 
teachers» 3 or 30 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated that 
regular classroom teachers had a slight interest in the lessons» and 1 
or 10 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated that the regular class¬ 
room teachers had no interest in the Spanish lessons at all. Strangely 
enough, none of the liaison teachers felt that the classroom teachers 
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displayed interest in televised Spanish lessons to an extensive degree. 
On the other hand, it is of interest to note that 40 per cent of the 
liaison teachers held the opinion that classroom teachers displayed 
only a slight degree or no interest at all in televised instruction in 
Spanish. Further, these data would appear to pose the question as to 
whether or not these regular classroom teachers chose of their own will 
to participate in the televised Spanish program. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rationale.—Language is an instrument of communication. It con¬ 
sists of an arbitrary system or pattern of speech sounds by means of 
which wan imports to others and shares with others, his thoughts, 
emotions and desires. 
Learning a new language implies approaching a new world, and it 
inevitably leads to widening intellectual experience. 
Four distinct and separable activities involved in foreign 
language study are: listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
Listening and reading are receptive and speaking and writing are ex¬ 
pressive. These call for constant, preferable daily, exercise. 
Learning a new language calls for quick observation, reasonable 
ability to mimic and imitate, good powers of association and generali¬ 
zation, and a retentive memory. It gives healthy exercise to our 
mental faculties, enlivens attentiveness, quickens alertness and 
heightens sensitivity. It increases our powers of expression in our 
mother tongue only to a limited extent.* 
Much has been written and said about the teaching of foreign 
languages in the elementary school. Writers have written about the 
i 
Simeon Potter, Language in the Modern World (Baltimore: Penguin 
Books, Inc., 1960), p. 10. 
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advantages and values, as well as the disadvantages and lack of values 
of establishing such programs in the elementary school. 
Kenneth W. Hildenberger pointed out in his research that less than 
2,000 pupils were studying foreign languages in public schools in 1939. 
This number increased to 330,000 (kindergarten through grade 6) by 
1 
1934. The estimated number of 1962 is 500,000. This provides 
evidence of the great growth of foreign language instruction in the 
elementary school. 
This rapid growth of foreign language instruction in the elementary 
school might have been influenced by the passage of the National 
Defense Education Act. This act makes a provision for the support of 
foreign language instruction in elementary and secondary schools, and 
institutes preparing teachers for such work ($700,000,000 was 
authorized by the 85th Congress for the support of study in the fields 
of science, mathematics and foreign language). 
The present emphases for the introduction of foreign language in 
elementary schools may be due to public pressure. In the case of some 
school administrators, however, current pressure or popularity is not 
enough to motivate them to institute a foreign language program. There 
should be concern about the development of a sound rationale for the 
educational program for which leadership is assumed. The question 
- 
William C. Wolf, Jr., and Willovene Wolf, "Social Implications 
of FLES," School and Society. XC (March 10, 1962), 117. 
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will arise: "Why teach children a foreign language?" 
There is much controversy as to when foreign language instruction 
should begin. Max S. Kirch says that foreign language instruction 
should start at least by the fisrt grade. M. Dryer recommended fifth 
grade as a starting point. H. B. Dunkel and R. Pillet suggest third 
grade. 
Extensive tests show that there are individual differences in 
aptitude for learning foreign languages. This is true of young children 
as well as adults. It has been supposed that foreign language aptitude 
2 
is related to general intelligenae. 
Some authorities have recommended foreign language instruction to 
begin somewhere between the ages of four and eight. They say that 
children of these ages are most receptive. They can easily express 
sounds other than the conventional ones they already know because 
3 
they are less self-conscious. 
Some of the factors involved in selecting the age to beginm in¬ 
struction in a foreign language are such things as convenience, 
possible integration of language study with social studies units, 
and the availability of teachers and funds. 
There are other factors that we must consider. These are: accent, 
1 
George W. Denemark and Wesley J. Matson, "Why Teach Children a 
Foreign Language?" The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 6 
(May, 1960), p. 6. 
2 
John B. Carroll, Foreign Languages for Children - What Research 
Says," The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 6 (May, 1960), 16. 
3 
Denemark and Matson, op, cit. 9. 
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fluency, intonation, articulation, and rate of speech. 
Considering the various tests and experiments, and the opinions 
of several authorities as to when foreign language instruction should 
begin, we may say that young children can be taught a foreign language 
more rapidly and easily than adults under normal conditions. 
The main purposes of this work will be to give a general account 
of foreign language programs in the elementary schools, stating pros 
and cons, and to bring forth significant information obtained from 
official reports on televised Spanish instruction in Atlanta and 
Fulton County Schools. 
Evolution of the problem.—This problem evolved from the writer's 
experiences as a student at Atlanta University, enrolled in the class, 
"Survey of Trends and Resources in Elementary Education." During this 
period much time was devoted to the discussion of the teaching of 
foreign languages in the elementary schools. It was clearly observed 
that the issue was controversial. As a result of this observation, 
the writer had a desire to do a research project on the televised 
Spanish program in the nineteen Atlanta City and eleven Fulton County 
Schools. 
Contribution to educational knowledge.—It is hoped that this study 
may make a contribution to the rapidly growing body of research 
literature, revealing attributes as well as shortcomings on the effect¬ 
iveness of foreign language programs in the elementary schools. This 
study may also make a contribution to school administrators and teachers 
- - 
Leonor Larew, "Spanish Articulation in the Elementary Schools," 
The Elementary School Journal. VI (March, 1961), 308. 
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through familiarizing them with newer aspects of foreign language in¬ 
struction as well as being helpful in evaluating or revamping the 
foreign language program. More specifically, it is hoped that school 
administrators and teachers will be more familiar with televised Spanish 
instruction in the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools 
Statement of the problem.--The problem involved in this study was 
to determine the extent and nature of the televised Spanish program 
in the nineteen elementary schools in Atlanta and the eleven elementary 
schools in Fulton County. 
Purpose of the study.--The major purpose of this study was to 
examine records and reports of foreign language instruction in Spanish 
by television in the schools of Atlanta and Fulton County. 
More specifically, the purposes of this study were: 
1. To determine the enrollment in each of the nineteen 
elementary schools in Atlanta and eleven elementary 
schools in Fulton County engaged in televised Spanish 
study. 
2. To examine the nature and scope of the televised Spanish 
program in each of the subject-schools involved. 
3. To identify the instructional method found to be operative 
in the televised program of the schools investigated. 
4. To identify the availability and adequacy of equipment and 
materials for televised Spanish instruction in each of the 
schools studied. 
5. To formulate whatever implication for educational theory 
and practice as may be derived from the analysis and in¬ 
terpretation of the data. 
Limitations of the study.--This study was limited in the following 
ways : 
1. The major limitations of this study was in limitations of 
the questionnaire itself, with reference to representative¬ 
ness of the population involved and the acknowledgeness 
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about and the willingness of the respondents to execute 
questionnaire instruments, that were used in collecting 
the data* 
2. This study did not attempt to determine the relative 
effectiveness of foreign language instruction in elementary 
schools as compared to such instruction in the secondary 
schools, but sought only to identify the pros and cons of 
the issue as set forth in the literature* 
Definition of terms,--Significant terms to be found in this re¬ 
search are defined as follows: 
1. "Language" refers to a series of sounds or air vibrations 
produced by the articulation organs of the speaker and 
received by the ears of the hearer. It implies a highly 
complex network of adjustments in the nervous systems and 
the brains of both speaker and hearer.* 
2* "Ethnic Groups" refers to the respective roles which are 
differentiated by races, common traits, customs and language 
which characterize them separately. 
3. "Bilingual" refers to an individual possessing the ability 
to speak with functional competence in two different 
languages. 
4. "Articulation" refers to the changes in the organs of 
speech that modify the voice when producing sounds. 
5. Intonation" refers to the method, placing emphasis upon 
the use of the sense of hearing and speaking in foreign 
language instruction. 
Locale and research-design of study.—The significant aspects of 
the locale and research-design of this research are indicated below. 
1. Locale of the Study - The locale of this study was in the 
the administrative office of the Consultant in Language 
Arts for the Atlanta Schools, located in the City Hall, 
Atlanta, Georgia; the office of the Consultant in Language 
Arts for the Fulton County Schools, located in the Fulton 
County School Services Building, East Point, Georgia; and 
in the office of the Director of Atlanta Educational 
Television, located in the WETV-WABE television and radio 
1 
Simeon Potter, op. cit.. p. 10. 
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building, Atlanta, Georgia. The statistical work and 
writing routines were carried out in the writer's home, 
Atlanta, Georgia. The locale of the immediate source of 
the data was the nineteen and eleven schools in the 
Atlanta and Fulton County systems respectively, where the 
televised Spanish instruction was operative. 
2. Period of the Study - This study was conducted during the 
first and second semesters of the 1964-1965 school year. 
3. Method of Research - The Descriptive-Survey Method of 
research, utilizing the techniques of documentary analysis 
and the questionnaire, was used to collect and interpret 
the data required to fulfill the purposes of the study. 
4. Subjects - The subjects involved in the study were: (a) 
the fourth, fifth and sixth grade students in the nineteen 
Atlanta schools and eleven Fulton County Schools; (h) 
the 133 and 63 regular classroom teachers of the Atlanta- 
Fulton County Schools, respectively; and (c) the ten 
Liaison teachers of the Atlanta-Fulton County Schools. 
5. Instruments/Materials - The instruments/materials used to 
collect the data were: (a) the questionnaire specifically 
designed for regular classroom teachers and liaison teachers 
respectively, and (b) interviews with Consultants in the 
Language Arts Department. 
6. Procedure - The procedural steps used in the conduct of 
this research are indicated below. 
(a) The survey, abstraction, and reporting of the related 
literature. 
(b) Permission, together with cooperation in the conduct 
of this research, was secured from the proper school 
authorities and teacher personnels. 
(c) The official records, reports and memoranda were 
examined. 
(d) The analysis of the responses on the regular classroom 
teacher questionnaires, and the liaison teacher 
questionnaires, and the abstraction therefrom of the 
requisite data. 
(e) The assemblage of the data into appropriate tables 
and their treatment as indicated by the purposes 
of the study. 
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(f) The formulation of the findings, conclusions, im¬ 
plications and recommendations into the respective 
appropriate statements. 
Summary of related literature.—At this point the survey of the 
related literature might be summed up by saying that foreign language 
programs in the elementary schools seem valuable. Students can read 
the literature of the particular foreign language and understand the 
cultural environment of the minds that use the language. However, in 
considering the effectiveness of establishing foreign language programs 
in the elementary schools, many problems must be resolved before a work¬ 
able program can be evolved. 
Specifically, the survey of the related literature may be 
characterized in the separate statements below. 
Learning a language is a very complicated activity and the proper 
conditions of practice, the formation and performance of habits must 
constantly prevail if this learning experience is to be successful. 
It is felt that the second language learned should be established 
in a coordinated system, whereby the overt patterns of behavior and the 
mental processes involved may have equal status with the mother tongue, 
yet be entirely separate from it. We may say that a foreign language 
may be taught more rapidly and easily to young children than to adults. 
The selection of the foreign language to be taught should be 
done in the light of the over-all program of the school and the language 
or languages already being taught in the high schools* 
Foreign language instruction may be designed either for all children 
within a certain age range or for selected groups. It may be organized 
for the purpose of utilization or for enrichment. 
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The aural-oral or conversational method is very popular and a good 
one to begin with. However, successful language teaching must include 
understanding, speaking, reading and writing. 
Educational television is a media that is said to increase the 
efficiency in learning a foreign language. It is an audio-visual aid 
that speeds learning, aids retention, and provides motivation for 
further learning. 
Summary of findings.--All of the quantitative measures basic 
to the analysis and interpretation of the data presented throughout 
Chapter II are summarized in the paragraphs below. 
Enrollment and Number of Teachers In the 
Pilot Program of Televised Spanish 
Instruction in Atlanta 
Table 1 
The total enrollment of students in the Spanish program in grades 
four through six,in the nineteen schools ranged from a low of 68 
in the Mt. Vernon School, to a high of 442 in the E. C. Clement School, 
with a mean enrollment of 223 for these schools. The total enrollment 
of all pupils in these schools ranged from a low of 211 in the Mt. 
Vernon School, to a high of 1,093 in the.^ C. Clement School, with a 
mean enrollment of 579 for these schools. 
The number of teachers in the nineteen Atlanta Schools ranged 
from a low of 3 each in the Bolton and Mt. Vernon Schools to a high of 
12 in the E. C. Clement School, with a mean of 7 teachers for these 
schools. The total number of teachers employed in these schools ranged 
from a low of 8 each in the Bolton and Mt. Vernon Schools to a high of 
32 in the E. C. Clement School, with a mean of 19 teachers for these 
schools. Of the total of 359 teachers employed in the nineteen schools, 
133 or 37 per cent of them were engaged in the televised Spanish program. 
Enrollment and Number of Teachers in the 
Pilot Program of Televised Spanish 
Instruction in Fulton County 
Table 2 
The total enrollment of students in the Spanish program in grades 
four through six, in the eleven Fulton County Schools, ranged from a 
low of 108 in the Sandtown School to a high of 305 in the Conley Hills 
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School, with a mean enrollment of 166 for these schools* The total 
enrollment of all students in these schools ranged from a low of 254 in 
the Jere Wells School to a high of 689 in the Conley Hills School, 
with a mean enrollment of 400 for these schools* The number of teachers 
in the Spanish program in the eleven schools ranged from a low of 4 in 
the Sandtown School, to a high of 9 in the Conley Hills School, with 
a mean of 6 teachers for these schools* The total number of teachers 
employed in these schools ranged from a low of 9 in the Jere Wells 
School, to a high of 24 in the Conley Hills School, with a mean of 14 
teachers so employed. Of the total of 151 teachers employed in the 
eleven schools, 63 or 41.7 per cent of them were engaged in the pilot 
program of televised Spanish instruction. 
Regular Classroom and Liaison Teacher 
Responses Toward the Amount of 
Training Received in Spanish 
Table 3 and 4 
For the regular classroom teachers the amount of training received 
in Spanish was found to be as follows: 59 or 41.5 per cent had no 
training, 37 or 26.1 per cent In-service work only, 20 or 14.1 per cent 
two semesters, 19 or 13.4 per cent four semesters, 3 or 2.1 per cent 
six semesters, and 4 or 2.8. per cent seven semesters and more. The 
majority of the regular classroom teachers had received no instruction 
in the Spanish language. 
For the liaison teachers the amount of training in Spanish was as 
follows: 7 or 70 per cent majored in Spanish in college, 2 or 20 per 
cent minored in Spanish, and 1 or 10 per cent received other training 
in the Spanish language. The data seemed to indicate that each was 
qualified as a teacher of Spanish. 
The Extent of Satisfaction with 
Organization of the Televised 
Spanish Program as Indicated 
by the Regular Classroom 
Teacher 
Table 5 
The data on the extent of satisfaction with organization of the 
televised Spanish program as indicated by the regular classroom teacher 
may be summarized as follows: 73 or 51.4 per cent for satisfactorily 
organized, 66 or 46.5 per cent for highly organized, 3 or 2.1 per cent 
for not so well organized. The teachers judged the televised Spanish 
program lessons to be highly and satisfactorily organized and, therefore, 
were planned for optimal learning effectiveness. 
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The Extent of Excellence of the Nature and 
Scope of the Televised Spanish Lesson 
as Indicated by the Regular Class¬ 
room Teacher 
Table 6 
The data on the excellence of the nature and scope of the televised 
Spanish lessons as indicated by the regular classroom teacher may be 
summarized as follows: 77 or 54.3 per cent for good, 59 or 41.5 per 
cent for excellent, and 6 or 4.2 per cent for fair. Ninety-five and 
eight tenths per cent of the regular classroom teachers judged the 
televised Spanish lessons to be of superior quality as to nature and 
scope. 
The Extent of Satisfaction With Time Allot¬ 
ment of the Televised Spanish Lessons 
as indicated by the Regular Class¬ 
room Teacher 
Table 7 
The degree of satisfaction with time allotment of the televised 
Spanish lesson showed that 122 or 85.9 per cent of the teachers judged 
allotted time to be satisfactory; whereas, 17 or 12 per cent judged 
the time-block to be too short and 3 or 2.1 per cent judged the time- 
block too long. It would appear that the time-block allotted for 
televised Spanish instruction was optimum for foing an efficient and 
effective job. 
The Degree of Satisfaction with Which the 
Television Lesson Proceeds as Indicated 
by Regular Classroom Teachers 
Table 8 
The data on the dispatch of the television lesson indicate that 81 
or 57 per cent of the teachers for satisfactory rapidity, 29 or 20.4 
per cent of the teachers for expected rate, 14 or 10 per cent of the 
teachers for slight rapidity, 10 or 8 per cent too rapidly and 8 or 5.6 
per cent of the teachers for too slowly. The majority or 87.4 per 
cent of the teachers found the television lessons to move with 
satisfactory rapidity. 
Visits Liaison Teachers Make to the 
Classrooms of Teachers Engaged in 
Spanish Programs 
Table 9 
The data on the feequency *f liaison teacher visitations were as 
follows: 91 or 64.1 per cent of the regular classroom teachers had 
received two visits per week, 47 or 31.3 per cent had received one 
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visit per week, 3 or 2.1 per cent had received three visits per week, 
and 1 or .7 per cent daily. The majority of the regular classrdom 
teachers received two visits per week from the liaison Spanish teachers. 
Scheduling Liaison Taacher Follow-Up Visits 
to the Classrooms of Teachers Engaged 
in the Televised Spanish Programs 
Table 10 
The data revealed that 119 or 83.8 per cent of the regular class¬ 
room teachers thought that the liaison teacher follow-up visits were 
about right, 23 or 16.2 per cent thought the follow-up visits were in¬ 
adequate, and none of the regular classroom teachers felt that the 
liaison teacher follow-up visits were too frequent. The majority of the 
regular classroom teachers found that the liaison teachers follow-up 
visits were satisfactory. 
The Degree of Satisfaction of the Liaison 
Teacher's Period of Instruction as 
Indicated by Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 11 
The regular classroom teachers ranked the level of instruction by liai¬ 
son teachers as follows: 98 or 69 per cent of the regular teachers for 
highly satisfactory, 40 or 28.2 per cent of the regular teachers for 
moderately satisfactory, 3 or 2.1 per cent for slightly satisfactory, 
and 1 or .7 per cent of the regular teachers for not satisfactory. The 
majority of the regular classroom teachers felt that the level of in¬ 
struction by the liaison teachers had been very satisfactory. 
The Extent to Which Televised Spanish Lessons 
Stimulates Interest of the Students as 
Indicated by the Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 12 
The extent to which television lessons stimulated the interest of 
the students was expressed by the regular teachers to be as follows: 
72 or 50.7 per cent average, 34 or 24 per cent to a slight degree, 28 
or 19.7 per cent greatly, 6 or 4.2 per cent not at all and 2 or 1.4 
per cent completely. It would seem that satisfactory achievement had 
been accomplished with a majority of the students; for a great majority 
of the students had been stimulated to a satisfactory extent by the 
instructor. 
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The Extent to Which Televised Lessons Held the 
Attention of the Students as Indicated by 
the Regular Classroom Teachers 
Table 13 
In the opinion of the regular teachers, the extent to which televised 
instruction held the attention of students was as follows: 55 or 38.7 
per cent of the regular teachers thought the attention span was satis¬ 
factory, 29 or 20.4 per cent thought attention span was moderately 
satisfactory, 28 or 19.7 per cent thought the attention span was highly 
satisfactory, and 17 or 12 per cent thought the attention span was 
slightly satisfactory. As opposed to this, 12 or 8.5 per cent of the 
classroom teachers thought the attention span was highly variable, and 
only 1 or .7 per cent thought the televised Spanish lessons did not hold 
the attention of the students at all. It was apparent that a great 
majority of the students paid close attention to the televised Spanish 
lessons. 
The Extent to Which Televised Lessons are 
Interesting and Practical as Indicated 
by Regular Classroom Teachers 
Table 14 
The extent to which the televised Spanish lessons are interesting 
and practical as ranked by the regular classroom teachers was as follows: 
74 or 52.1 per cent of the teachers thought the lessons to be inter¬ 
esting and practical to a moderate extent, 63 or 44.4 per cent thought 
the televised lessons to be interesting and practical to an extensive 
degree, 4 or 2.8 per cent thought the lessons to be interesting and 
practical to a lsight degree, and 1 or .7 per cent indicated that the 
Spanish lessons were not interesting and practical at all. A great 
majority of the classroom teachers thought that the televised lessons 
were very interesting and practical. 
The Extent to Which Regular Teachers 
Followed-Up Televised Spanish 
Lessons as Indicated by 
Regular Teachers 
Table 15 
The data showed that 52 or 36.6 per cent of the regular teachers 
followed-up the lessons moderately, 40 or 28.1 per cent followed-up the 
lessons to a slight degree, 35 or 24.6 per cent followed-up the lessons 
extensively, and 15 or 10.7 per cent did not follow up the lessons at 
all. In the majority of the cases, the regular classroom teachers 
followed-up the televised lessons satisfactorily. 
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The Correlation of Spanish with Other Subject 
Areas as Indicated by Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 16 
The responses of the regular classroom teachers to the question: Is 
Spanish correlated with other subject areas, ranked as follows: 96 or 
67.6 per cent of the teachers answered yes, and 46 or 32.4 per cent 
of the teachers answered no. It can be noted that the majority of 
the regular classroom teachers did correlate Spanish lessons with other 
lessons. 
The Use of the Radio for Spanish Instruction 
as Indicated by Regular Classroom Teachers 
Table 17 
The data on whether or not the radio was used to receive Spanish in¬ 
struction showed that 119 or 83.8 per cent of the regular classroom 
teachers did not use the radio, and only 23 or 16.2 per cent of the 
teachers did use the radio for receiving Spanish instruction. The 
majority of the regular classroom teachers did not use the radio. It is 
surprising that such a valuable medium as the radio was neglected to 
such a great extent by the regular classroom teachers. 
The Responses to the Question: Is There 
Variety in Enrichment Activities in 
the Televised Spanish Programs as 
Indicated by Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 18 
The data on whether or not there was a variety in enrichment ac¬ 
tivities in the televised Spanish programs indicate that 131 or 92.3 
per cent of the regular teachers felt that there was variety in the 
enrichment activities, and 11 or 7.7 per cent felt that there was no 
variety in the enrichment activities in the programs. It is apparent 
that the televised Spanish programs were highly organized and well 
planned, to include many and varied enrichment experiences in the 
teaching learning situation. 
The Satisfaction with School Facilities 
as Indicated by Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 19 
The extent of satisfaction with arrangements for seating and 
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visibility facilities was indicated by the regular classroom teachers 
to be as follows: for seating - 73 or 51.4 per cent of the teachers 
indicated satisfaction, 51 or 36 per cent indicated full satisfaction, 
10 or 7.0 per cent indicated partial satisfaction, and 8 or 5.6 per 
cent indicated that seating was not satisfactory at all. One-hundred, 
twenty-four or 87.4 per cent of the regular classroom teachers judged 
seating facilities to be completely satisfactory, whereas, 18 or 12.6 
per cent of the teachers judged the seating to be satisfactory. It 
would seem that any degree of dissatisfaction in a learning situation 
would be enough to slow down the pace of learning for those particular 
students. 
Visibility facilities - 115 or 81 per cent of the regular class¬ 
room teachers felt that the student's visibility of the television 
screen was unobstructed, 27 or 19 per cent of the teachers felt that 
the students had partial visibility of the television screen, and 
none of the teachers felt the student’s visibility of the television 
screen was poor. It was noted that all students in the Spanish 
program could view the television screen with the majority (81 per cent) 
of them having no obstruction what-so-ever. 
The Extent of Satisfaction with Illumination, 
Ventilation, and Sound in the Classroom 
as Indicated by Regular Classroom 
Teachers 
Table 20 
The data on illumination, ventilation, and sound in the pilot class¬ 
rooms are summarized in the separate paragraphs below. 
The satisfactoriness of illumination in the classroom was indicated 
by the regular teacher to be as follows: 74 or 52.1 per cent of the 
teachers indicated satisfaction, 53 or 37.3 per cent of the teachers 
for full satisfaction, 10 or 7 per cent of the teachers for partial 
satisfaction, and 5 or 3.6 per cent for not satisfactory. The data 
reveal that the majority of the pilot classrooms were satisfactorily 
illuminated. 
The satisfactoriness of ventilation in the pilot classrooms as 
indicated by the regular teachers ranked as follows: 76 or 53.6 per 
cent of the regular teachers for satisfactory, 55 or 38.7 per cent 
of the teachers for fully satisfactory, 9 or 6.3 per cent of the 
teachers for partially satisfactory, and 2 or 1.4 per cent of the teachers 
for not satisfactory. The majority of the pilot classrooms were venti¬ 
lated satisfactorily, yet a few of them were not. The few classrooms 
which were improperly ventilated did not appear to create undesriable 
attitudes toward learning on the part of students. 
The data on the satisfactoriness of sound-index in the pilot class¬ 
rooms indicate that 73 or 51.4 per cent of the regular teachers judged 
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the threshold of sound to be satisfactory, 53 or 37.3 per cent of the 
teachers judged the sound-index to be fully satisfactory, 14 or 9.9 
per cent of the teachers judged the sound-index to be partially satis¬ 
factory, and 2 or 1.4 per cent of the regular teachers judged the 
sound-index to be unsatisfactory. The data indicate that a large 
majority of the regular classroom teachers judged the sound-threshold 
in the classrooms to be satisfactory. 
Classroom Teachers Opinions Toward the Need 
of a Second Language in theElementary 
School 
Table 21 
The data on the need of instruction in a second language other than 
the mother tongue in the elementary school showed that 113 or 79.6 per 
cent of the regular classroom teachers felt that the need to be highly 
desirable, 17 or 11.9 per cent of the teachers felt the need to be 
undesirable, and 12 or 8.5 per cent of the teachers felt the need to 
be essential. It is interesting to note that a great majority of the 
teachers believed that it was highly desirable for a language other 
than the mother tongue to be taught in the elementary schools. 
Liaison Teacher Responses to the Question: 
Is Spanish Your Mother Tongue, and Have 
You Lived in a Spanish Speaking Country 
Table 22 
The data on the number of liaison teachers who have Spanish as a 
mother tongue and the amount of time they have spent living in Spanish 
speaking countries are summarized in the separate paragraphs below. 
The data indicated that none of the ten liaison teachers engaged in 
the Spanish program has Spanish as a mother tongue. 
The data further indicate that none of the ten liaison teachers has 
lived long enough in a Spanish speaking country to establish residence. 
Responses of the Liaison Teachers to the 
Question: Have you Visited in Spanish 
Speaking Countries 
Table 23 
Of the ten liaison teachers responding to the question: Have you 
lived in Spanish speaking countries: 6 or 60 per cent indicated that 
they had made visits to Spanish speaking countries. These countries 
were Spain, Mexico, and Costa Rica. Four or 40 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated that they had not made visits to Spanish speaking 
countries. The data indicate that a majority of the liaison teachers 
had made visits to Spanish speaking countries. 
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Responses of the Liaison Teachers to the 
Question: How Long Have you Visited 
in a Spanish Speaking Country 
Table 24 
Of the ten liaison teachers responding to the question: How long have 
you lived in Spanish speaking countries: 2 or 20 per cent of the liaison 
teachers had visited in a Spanish speaking country for a period of two 
months, 3 or 30 per cent of the liaison teachers had visited in a Spanish 
speaking country for a period of two weeks, and 1 or 1.0 per cent of the 
liaison teachers had visited in a Spanish speaking country for only a 
few days. 
The Number of Television Sets Available for the 
Program of Televised Spanish Instruction 
as Indicated by Regular Teachers 
Table 25 
The data indicate that 89 or 62.7 per cent of the regular class¬ 
room teachers had 4 end more television sets available to them during 
the time of the televised Spanish lessons, 25 or 17.6 per cent of the 
teachers had 3 television sets available, 17 or 12 per cent of the 
teachers had 2 television sets available, and 11 or 7.7 per cent of 
the regular classroom teachers had the use of only 1 television set 
during the time of the Spanish lesson. Many things help to determine 
the true success of a program, having a sufficient number of television 
sets available so that each student could maintain unobstructed 
visibility might be one of the determining factors. 
Multi-Senory Aids Available to the Televised 
Spanish Program as Indicated by the 
Liaison Teachers 
Table 26 
The use of audio-visual or multi-sensory aids by the liaison 
teachers in Spanish instruction was as follows: 1 or 10 per cent each 
used opaque projectors, ditto and mimeograph, flash cards, and imi¬ 
tation articles; 7 or 70 per cent of the liaison teachers used movie 
projectors, 9 or 90 per cent each used record players and filmstrip 
projectors, and 10 or 100 per cent of the liaison teachers used flannell 
boards and flat pictures. It is noted that the liaison teachers tended 
to use to a far greater extent the electronic or mechanical audio¬ 
visual aids, than they did the visual graphic and pictoral aids. It was 
surprising to note th£ the tape recorder was not used by all of the 
liaison teachers; for this aid has infinite possibilities for in¬ 
structional use. 
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Responses to the Question: As to the Cumulative Retention 
of Televised and Follow-Up Spanish Instruction as 
Indicated by Capable Students and Expressed 
by Liaison Teachers 
Table 27 
The data on the amount of Spanish retained by the boys and girls in 
the 4, 5, and 6 grades was indicated as follows: For the boys - In 
the fourth grade» 8 or 80 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated 
very good retention. In the fifth grade 8 or 80 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated fair retention for the boys. And, in the sixth 
grade 7 or 20 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated fair retention 
of Spanish instruction for the boys. The data would appear to indicate 
that the level of .. retention of Spanish instruction decreases as boys 
progress through the grades or become older. 
For the girls - In the fourth grade, 8 or 80 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated very good retention, 7 or 70 per cent of the liaison 
teachers indicated fair retention for the girls in the fifth grade, 
and 5 or 50 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated very good re¬ 
tention for girls in the sixth grade. Contra-wise, the evidence for 
boys, the data for the girls would appear to indicate a higher level of 
very good retention in grades five and six. Here, again, the data tend 
to indicate the operation of sex differences with reference to verbal 
ability between boys and girls in the earlier years. 
Liaison Teachers Opinions of the Degree to 
Which Interest is Displayed by Regular 
Classroom Teachers in the Spanish 
Program 
Table 28 
In the opinion of the liaison teachers the extent to which class¬ 
room teachers displayed interest in the televised Spanish lessons 
ranked as follows: 6 or 60 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated 
moderate interest on the part of the regular classroom teacher, 3 or 
30 per cent of the liaison teachers indicated that the regular teachers 
had a slight interest in the lessons, and 1 or 10 per cent of the 
liaison teachers indicated that the classroom teachers had no interest 
in the Spanish lessons at all. None of the liaison teachers felt the 
classroom teachers displayed interest in the televised Spanish lessons 
to an extensive degree. On the other hand, it is interesting to note 
that 40 per cent of the liaison teachers held the opinion that class¬ 
room teachers displayed only a slight degree or no interest at all in 
televised instruction in Spanish. These data would appear to pose 
the question as to whether or not these regular classroom teachers chose 
of their own will to participate in the televised Spanish program. 
With reference to methodology - It was found that by observation 
and inquiry that all of the schools engaged in televised Spanish 
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instruction used the aural-oral method in presenting the lessons. 
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretation of the findings in this 
study would appear to warrant the conclusions which follow: 
1. Of the total enrollment of 11,391 foregrades four through 
six in the nineteen Atlanta Schools, 4,231 or 40 per cent 
of the students were engaged in the televised Spanish 
program. Of the total enrollment of 4,394 for grades 
four through six in the eleven Fulton County Schools, 
1,827 or 60 per cent of the students were engaged in the 
televised Spanish program. 
2. The nature and scope of the televised Spanish program in 
each of the pilot schools tended to follow a pattern of 
televised instruction followed by conversational in¬ 
struction and exchange in the classroom with the students. 
3. The instructional method found to be operative in the 
televised program was the aural-oral method, introduced 
through televised lessons. 
4. Televised instruction in Spanish was found to be usually 
highly and well organized, as well as thoroughly planned. 
5. The program of televised Spanish instruction was usually 
provided with a minimum adequacy of multo-sensory aids, 
such as, record player, filmstrip projectors, movie 
projectors, and tape recorders. 
6. The time blocks allotted for televised Spanish instruction 
tended to be adequate in length for doing an efficient 
and effective job. 
7. The televised Spanish instructional programs and activities 
tended to move along with optimum dispatch, which may be 
occasioned by television time as well as scheduling 
within the school. 
8. Televised Spanish lessons are so organized and presented, 
as to correlate similar experiences in other subject matter 
areas. 
9. By and large, the physical arrangements for conducting 
televised Spanish instruction were found to be satisfactory 
and at the optimum level. 
10. The teachers in the televised Spanish program for the most 
part, believed that one or more foreign language should 
be studied and begun in the early years of the elementary 
school. 
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11. There was an observed sex difference in the retention-index 
in favor of the girls,for the pupils enrolled in the 
televised Spanish classes. 
12. Liaison teachers used in the Spanish program could have their 
time and services more effectively scheduled. 
13. In the majority of the instances, the regular teachers 
involved in the televised Spanish program were found to be 
not highly trained nor certified. 
Implications.—The data presented in this thesis seem to justify 
the following implications: 
1. The interpretation of the data would appear to imply that 
there is a definite advantage in beginning instruction 
in a foreign language in the earliest years as possible; 
for retention of language acquisition has a higher index 
of retention in the years of early life than in the years of 
later life. 
2. The efficient and effective conduct of televised instruction 
makes mandatory the closest cooperation and coordination 
of lesson planning, classroom activities and evaluation, 
between the regular classroom teachers and the liaison 
teachers. 
3. Televised language programs indicate the need for the 
employment of teachers with a high level of competence 
in the conversational skills of the foreign language being 
studied. 
Recommendations.—The analysis and interpretation of the findings, 
conclusions, and implications would appear to justify the following 
recommendations : 
1. That the over-all planning of the televised program in 
Spanish and/or any other foreign language, should be the 
cooperative endeavor of (a) the regular classroom teachers 
involved, (b) the liaison teachers involved, and (c) the 
curriculum planners from the central administrative office. 
2. That the work of the liaison teachers should be effectively 
systematized so as to maximize the impact of their visitations 
and conferences with the regular classroom teachers involved 
in the televised program. 
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3. That more extensive use should be made of the tape recorder 
as a day by day supplementary instructional aid for de¬ 
veloping the language competence of the pupils. 
4. That regular classroom teachers employed in the televised 
program should possess a minimum of systematic training 
in the foreign language together with a high level of com¬ 
petence in the conversational use of theilanguage. In 
this connection, it is indicated that native teachers and/or 
consultants should be used whenever it is possible to 
secure their services. 
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A PILOT PROGRAM IN TELEVISED SPANISH INSTRUCTION 
IN ATLANTA AND FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
This research is being conducted by a university student and has no 
official connection with the schools or the station. However, full 
authorization has been granted by the school authorities for conducting 
it. 
This questionnaire has been designed so that responses can be in¬ 
dicated by check marks. Please respond to each of the items. Your 
cooperation and promptness in executing this questionnaire will be very 
much appreciated. 
1. Indicate with a check mark the amount of training you have had in 
Spanish. 
None  In Service work only  
Two semesters  Four semesters  
Six semesters  Seven semesters and more  
2. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which the televised 
Spanish instruction holds the attention of the students. 
Highly satisfactory  Satisfactory  
Moderately satisfactory  Slightly satisfactory  
Not at all  Highly variable  
3. Indicate with a check mark to what extent the televised lesson 
stimulates the interest of the students. (Carry-over apparent 
in other activities). 
Completely  Greatly 
To a slight degree  
4. Indicate with a check mark 
lesson proceeds. 
Too rapidly  Satisfactory rapidity  
Slight rapidity  Expected rate  
Too slowly  
5. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which the television 
lessons are organized. 
Highly organized  Satisfactorily organized  
Not so well organized  Not organized  
 Average  
Not at all  
the degree with which the television 
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6. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which the televised lessons 
seem interesting and practical. 
Extensively  Moderately  
Slightly  Not at all  
7. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which the nature and scope 
of the lessons are. 
Excellent  Good Fair  
8. Indicate with a check mark your opinion regarding the time length 
of the television lesson. 
Satisfactory  Too long  Too short  
9. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which television in¬ 
struction which is followed up by the liaison teacher is given 
additional follow up by you. 
Extensively  Moderately  
Slightly  Not at all  
10. Indicate with a check mark the degree to which facilities for the 
television classroom are: 
Fully Partially Not 
Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory 
Seating  
Illumination   
Ventilation     
Sound    
11. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which each student has 
satisfactory visibility of the television screen. 
Unobstructed visibility  
Partial visibility  Poor visibility  
12. Indicate with a check mark the number of television sets that are 
available in your school at the time of each televised Spanish 
lesson. 
1   2  3  4  and more  
. Indicate with a check mark the frequency of visits the liaison 
teacher makes to the classroom. 
Daily  3 times per week  
2 times per week  1 time per week  
13 
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14. Indicate with a check mark your opinion of the scheduling of 
liaison follow-up. 
Too frequent  About right  Inadequate  
15. Indicate with a check mark the degree to which the liaison teacher's 
period of instruction is satisfactory. 
Highly satisfactory  Moderately satisfactory  
Slightly satisfactory  Not at all  
16. Indicate with a check mark on the lines under yes or no to each 
of the following: 
Yes No 
Spanish lessons are carried over 
in other subject areas, such as 
art, music, or social studies    
The radio is used in receiving Spanish 
instruction    
There are a variety of activities 
in the program, such as songs, 
dances, and games    
17. Indicate on the blank line what your grade level is  
18. Indicate with a check mark your opinion. Instruction in a second 
language other than the mother tongue at this grade level is: 
Essential  Highly desirable  
Undesirable  
You are not asked to sign your name to this questionnaire. 
Please return this questionnaire to your Principal on or before 





A PILOT PROGRAM IN TELEVISED SPANISH INSTRUCTION 
IN. ATLANTA AND FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
This questionnaire has been designed so that responses can be in¬ 
dicated by check marks. Please respond to each of the items. Your 
cooperation and promptness in executing this questionnaire will be very 
much appreciated. 
1. Indicate with a check mark the amount of training you have had 
in Spanish. 
College major  College minor  Other  
2. Is Spanish your native tongue? Yes No  
If yes, indicate how long  
4. Have you ever visited in a Spanish speaking Country? Yes  No _____ 
If yes, how long?  
5. Indicate your observation of the cumulative retention of the Spanish 
teaching (TV and follow-up) on the part of generally capable 
students. Use code: very good « 1; fair s 2; poor s 3. 
Boys Girls 
4th grade    
5th grade   
'■t': 6th grade    
6. Indicate with a check mark the extent to which the classroom teacher 
displays an active interest in the Spanish lessons by using various 
articles, pictures, etc. in the classroom. 
Extensively Moderately  Slightly  Not at all_ 
(If there is wide variation from classroom to classroom, 
please check the extremes of the variations in the 
categories above.) 
7. List the kinds of equipment that you have access to such as record 
players, filmstrip projectors, etc. 
Please use the self-addressed envelope and put in the school mail 
on or before March 31, 1965. 
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